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What is REF 2021?
The Research Excellence Framework (REF) is the system for assessing the quality of research in UK
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). The previous REF exercise was carried out in 2014 (under the
name 'REF 2014'), and the next exercise, hereafter referred to as 'REF 2021', will be conducted in 2021.

REF 2021will be undertaken by the four UK higher education funding bodies: Research England, the
Scottish Funding Council (SFC), the Higher Education Funding Council for Wales (HEFCW), and the
Department for the Economy, Northern Ireland (DfE).

The funding bodies' shared policy aim for research assessment is to secure the continuation of a
world-class dynamic and responsive research base across the full academic spectrum of UK higher
education.

The process of expert review for REF 2021will be carried out by sub-panels, with one sub-panel for
each of 34 subject-based Units Of Assessment (UOAs). Sub-panel assessments will be carried out
under the guidance of four main panels - UOAs 1-6 under Panel A (Medicine, Health and Life sciences),
UOAa 7-12 under Panel B (Physical sciences, Engineering and Mathematics), UOAa 13-24 under Panel C
(Social sciences), and UOAs 25-34 under Panel D (Arts and Humanities):

Each sub-panel will examine the submissions made in its UOA, taking into account all the evidence
presented. In accordance with paragraph 26 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01), the sub-
panels will assess three distinct elements of each submission: Outputs (for example, publications,
performances, and exhibitions), Impact (beyond academia), and the Environment that supports the
research. The weighting of the respective elements is 60%Outputs, 25% Impact, and 15%
Environment.
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The REF forms that enable the submission data to be entered for each of the UOAs selected for
submission are listed in the following table. The forms in this table will be referred to throughout this
guide.

Section Form Description

1 Staff details REF1a Information on those staff in post on the Census date
who have significant responsibility for research. These
are referred to as Category A submitted staff.

REF1b Information about former staff to whom any
assessable research outputs are attributed.

2 Outputs REF2 Details of assessable outputs that the Submitting unit
has produced during the Publication period.1

3 Impact REF3 Case studies describing specific examples of impacts
achieved during the Assessment period.

4 Environment data REF4a Data related to research doctoral degrees awarded
during the period 1 August 2013 to 31 July 2020.

REF4b Data related to research income for the period 1
August 2013 to 31 July 2020.

REF4c Data related to research income-in-kind for the period
1 August 2013 to 31 July 2020.

5 Environment REF5a HEI-level environment statement related to the period
1 August 2013 to 31 July 2020.

REF5b Completed template describing the research and
impact environment of the Submitting unit, drawing
on quantitative indicators as appropriate, and relating
to the period 1 August 2013 to 31 July 2020.

REF forms that make up a submission

1 The total number of outputs must equal 2.5 times the summed Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) of the
UOA’s submitted staff, less any requests due to staff circumstances given in REF6a and REF6b.
Rounding to the nearest whole number, with values ending in .5 being rounded up, will be applied to
give a whole number of outputs for submission.
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Section Form Description

6 Staff
circumstances

REF6a A minimum of one output must, by default, be
attributed to each Category A submitted member of
staff. However, where an individual’s circumstances
have had an exceptional effect on their ability to work
productively throughout the assessment period (1
January 2014 to 31 July 2020), form REF6a can be used
to submit a request that this 'minimum of one'
requirement be removed. For further information,
please refer to paragraphs 178 to 183 of the Guidance
on submissions (2019/01).

For notes on the circumstances for both
REF6a and REF6b, please refer to Annex L of
the Guidance on submissions (2019/01).

REF6b Where the cumulative effect of staff circumstances has
disproportionately affected the potential output pool
of a Submitting unit, it may optionally make a unit
request, to reduce, without penalty, the total number
of outputs required.1

For further information, please refer to
paragraphs 184 to 191 of the Guidance on
submissions (2019/01).

This guide explains how to use the submission system, in order to set up the submissions (whether
individual, multiple or joint) that are relevant to your particular Higher Education Institution (HEI),
enter the submission data, and then submit the data for assessment.

Text in blue (both in the above table and throughout) indicates a hyperlink to another
section, a term in theGLOSSARY, or an external website.

1 This reduction will be in addition to the requests submitted in REF6a. The combined total across
both REF6a and REF6b will set out the unit’s requested reduction in outputs.
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Support
Key REF guidance documents
The key REF guidance documents referred to in the help are as listed below:

l Guidance on submissions (2019/01)

l Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02)

l Guidance on codes of practice.

Supplementary guidance documents are given at
http://www.ref.ac.uk/guidance/additional-guidance/.

Frequently asked questions
There is a list of frequently asked questions relating to the REF2021 submission system on the REF
website. You might also wish to refer to the policy FAQs.

Known issues
Refer to the 'Submission system' known issues.

Help desk
To contact user support, you can either email usersupport@ref.ac.uk or call the help desk on 0117
905 7630. The help desk operates from Monday to Friday between the hours of 9.30am and 5.00pm.

If you have policy-related questions regarding your submissions, please contact
info@ref.ac.uk.
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Overview of the submission system
Main tasks
Themain steps required are as follows:

1. Creation of submissions (refer to Submission management). This task needs to be performed by
a system administrator.

2. Creation of user accounts (refer to User administration) and their association with the relevant
permissions. This task needs to be performed by a system administrator.

3. Creation of submission intentions (refer to Introduction to the Survey of submission
intentions).

4. Entry of the submission data into the REF forms by the relevant users (refer to Introduction to
Data entry).

5. Submission of the data (refer to Introduction to the Submission process).
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New user login
If you have previously logged into the REF2021 submission system, go straight to Existing user login.

Alternatively, if you have been informed that you have been set up as a user on the REF2021
submission system, and you have not previously logged in, proceed as follows:

1. Go to the REF2021 submission system and click the Login button.

2. TheMicrosoft sign-in page is displayed as a pop-out window.

If this window is not immediately visible, it may be hidden behind other windows.

3. Go straight to the bottom of the page, without filling in any fields, and click Can't access your
account?:

4. The following screen is displayed:

5. Enter your email address in theUser ID field, followed by the captcha characters, and click
Next.

6. Confirm that Email is your preferred means of receiving the verification code.

7. Enter the verification code that is emailed to you, and click Next.

If you do not immediately see the email, check your spam/junk folder.

8. Enter your password, confirm it, and then click Finish.

The password must be between 8 and 16 characters, in a combination of uppercase and
lowercase letters, and symbols. It cannot contain your username.
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9. If the process is successful, you will be sent a Password reset notification email, and the
Microsoft sign-in windowwill invite you to click a link so that you can sign in with your new
password via the original pop-out window.

10. You will see the parts of the submission system to which your user ID has access.

Most browsers have settings that allow them to remember the passwords to visited
websites. You should adjust these settings according to preference and environment. If you
are using a browser on a public computer to submit REF data, it is vital to clear the browser's
history after use, and to verify that you did not save any passwords accidentally.
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Existing user login
If you have previously logged into the REF2021 submission system, or if you have just set up a
password via theMicrosoft sign-in page in accordance with New user login, then proceed as follows:

1. Go to the REF2021 submission system and click the Login button.

2. TheMicrosoft sign-in page is displayed as a pop-out window.

If this window is not immediately visible, it may be hidden behind other windows.

3. If your account is already displayed in the pop-out window, simply click on it and use your
password to sign in. If you do not see your account, click Use another account and then enter
both your email address and password.

4. You will see the parts of the submission system to which your user ID has access.

If you are having trouble accessing your account, or if you have lost your password, click Use
another account and, at the bottom of the subsequent page, click Can't access your
account?. Then proceed from "The following screen is displayed:" in the previous topic.
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Homepage
Following a successful login, or when you click theHome icon when already logged in, the homepage
is displayed. This shows news items that have been published both by authorised users at your HEI,
and by the REF team (in which case, the particular news items are seen by all HEIs).

TheUrgent items are displayed at the top, followed by the remainder of the items in order of
publication date, with themost recently published ones first.
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Logging out
To log out of your current session of the submission system, click Logout in the top right hand corner
of any page. You are logged out of your session of the REF submission system and the Login page is
redisplayed.
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Navigating the submission system
There is a menu bar across the top of each page that provides access to groups of related options
(Data entry, Import, Administration, and so on). This bar is 'sticky' in that it continues to appear
whenever you scroll down the page.

There is also a 'sticky' breadcrumb trail directly below themenu bar that corresponds to the last page
that you visited. For example, the breadcrumb trailHome / Submission management / Create
submission indicates that Create submissionwas the last page that you opened. Clicking on any
items prior to the last item in the breadcrumb trail takes you to the associated page. For example,
clicking Submission management takes you to back up to themain Submission management page.

The system also supports standard web page navigation using the keyboard. For example, press Tab
to move the focus from one field or button to the next, Return to select a button that is in focus, the
spacebar to select and deselect a tick box, and the arrow keys to select and deselect a radio button.
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Browser notes
The submission system has been designed to work with a variety of browsers. It has been tested on,
and verified to work with, the latest versions of Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer,
Microsoft Edge, Apple's Safari, and Opera.

Compatibility is dependent on the development tool used, and the REF uses Angular. A guide
can be found on their website - https://angular.io/guide/browser-support.

Please note the following:

l In order for the submission system to function, it is essential that JavaScript is enabled within
your browser.

l In Safari, you may need to enable tabbing through each item on a web page via the browser
Preferences.

l Internet Explorer 8, 9 and 10 are no longer supported by Microsoft owing to security
vulnerabilities, and so you should ensure that you are using the latest versions ofMicrosoft's
products.

l If you are using Microsoft's latest version of Internet Explorer, or Edge, you need to ensure that
the submission system URL https://submissions.ref.ac.uk/ is saved in the Trusted sites zone.
You can do this by selecting theWindows Control Panel, followed by Internet Options, and then
displaying the Security tab:
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With Trusted sites selected, click the Sites button, and add https://submissions.ref.ac.uk/ to the
list of trusted websites.
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Character and word limits
Text fields have limits on the numbers of characters and words allowed.

Character limits are not displayed, but are enforced in the code wherever possible, so that, when you
reach the limit (specified for the different fields in the Import/Export tables), you will not be able to
enter further characters.

Where a limit cannot be enforced, any entry that exceeds it will result in a Save error.

Word limits are typically displayed alongside the associated fields, and exist to enforce business rules.
Although you will typically be able to save forms with fields that exceed the word limits (provided that
they do not exceed the character limits), each instance will be flagged with a Submit error.

All text fields support Arial UnicodeMS characters.
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Validation errors
The forms and fields in the submission system are subject to validation rules. Validation errors fall
into the categories described below.

All categories of error are displayed for each form in the Assistance pane, so that you can
work on forms incrementally and decide which errors to fix now and which to address later.

Warning
If a form contains data that is unexpected (for example an incorrect check digit), an amberWarning
message is displayed advising you that the data should be verified, and then modified where
appropriate. Although it is possible for submissions containing such warnings to be submitted, the
individual warnings should be addressed wherever possible.

Submit error
If a form contains data that breaks a submission validation rule, a red Submit error is displayed,
listing what will need to be corrected in order for the associated data to be submitted successfully.

Submit errors do not need to be fixed straight away: you can save a page or form that has such errors
and fix them at a later date.

Any Submit errors that are not fixed prior to submission will result in Submit validation
errors (refer to Introduction to the Submission process).

You can use the Validate feature at any time, in order to generate periodic validation reports
(refer to Introduction to Validation reporting).

A full list of validation rules is available on the REF website.

Save error
This kind of error typically arises because somemandatory data is missing that will prevent you from
saving the form (refer toMandatory fields), although such errors can also be generated by character
limits being exceeded (refer to Character and word limits).

Mandatory fields
Those fields for which entries are required in order to save a form, aremarked with an asterisk (*).
Other fields are optional, although it is always advisable to complete as many as possible. An
omission of an entry in a mandatory field will typically result in a Save error.
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Introduction to Administration
This part of the system, which allows the creation and configuration of submissions and users, and
the performance of the other system tasks detailed on the previous page, is usually only available to
system administrators.

If your role is only concerned with the input of data, then go straight to Introduction to Data entry
or, if you are importing the data, to Import process.
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Submission management
The Submission management feature allows a system administrator, or a user associated with the
Submission management user function (refer toManaging individual users), to set up and manage
the submissions, includingmultiple and joint submissions, that will bemade to the various sub-
panels listed inWhat is REF 2021?.

It is recommended that submissions are created before any non-administrative users are set
up, owing to the fact that user permissions are set in relation to the existing submissions
(refer to User administration).

To access the Submission management feature, select Administration > Submission management.
The UOAs that have been previously selected for submission are then displayed in the Submission
management table. This table has two tabs: the Submissions tab and the Special requests tab.

Special requests tab
Before creating any submissions via the Submissions tab, you should make any associated special
requests, that is to say:

l If you know that you are going to need to enter more than one submission for a Unit Of
Assessment (UOA), you should gain request approval prior to creating the UOA submission (refer
to Request multiple submissions).

Normally, HEIs make a single submission to a single UOA. Multiple submissions to a UOA
can bemade in exceptional circumstances and can be created in the submission system
if pre-approved by the REF team. For more information on multiple submissions, please
refer to paragraphs 178 to 186 of the Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02).

l If the combined Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) of staff employed with significant responsibility for
research in the unit, is lower than five FTE, you can make a request for an exception from
submission (refer to Request small unit exception).

The other required criteria are that the research focus of the staff must fall within the
scope of a single UOA, that it must be clearly academically distinct from other submitting
units in the HEI, and that the environment for supporting research and enabling impact
of each proposed Submitting unit is clearly separate and distinct from the other
submitting units in the HEI. When making requests for small unit exceptions, submitting
units should apply the tariffs set out in Annex L of theGuidance on submissions
(2019/01). Requests must be accompanied by a supporting statement that includes
information on the context of the unit (for example, size, proportion of those with
declared circumstances), how the circumstances affected the unit’s output pool and
why this was determined to be disproportionate, and how this complies with the
process set out in the institution’s code of practice.

l If security clearance is needed for certain impact case studies, then you should create a single
upload for the HEI, as described in Impact case studies requiring security clearance.
For general information on impact case study templates, refer to REF3: Introduction to impact
case studies in this document, and to Annex G of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01).

Please click here for general information on special requests, and the cut-off points.
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Special requests aremade under the Special requests tab, on which you can click following the
selection ofAdministration > Submission management. When you first access the tab, any existing
requests for multiple submissions and exceptions to submission for small units are displayed, broken
down into the following columns:

Column Description

Name The name of the submission (that is to say, the name of the UOA).

Request type Indicates whether the request is for a 'Multiple submission' or 'Small unit exception'.

Request status Indicates the current status of the request, which can be any of the following:

l New: The request has been saved but not submitted.

l Submitted: The request has been submitted for approval.

l Approved: The request has been approved and you can make the associated
submissions.

l Declined: The request has been declined.

Last updated Indicates when the special request was last modified.

View/Edit Click View to display the request. If the request has yet to be approved, and you have the
appropriate permissions, you can click Edit to modify it.

Delete Click this to remove the request, and all the associated data, from the database
permanently.

This option is not available after the request has been submitted.

Special requests tab

Request multiple submissions
At the top of the Special requests tab, click the Request multiple submissions button, to open the
associated page.

Proceed as follows:

1. Select the required UOA from theUnit of assessment drop-down.

2. After Reason for request, indicate whether the request stems from the fact that is part of a joint
submission (refer to Creating a joint submission (Lead HEI)) and/or whether it is down to the
nature of the discipline (for example, the UOAmay be split across several departments).

In the case of UOA 26, 'Modern Languages and Linguistics', you will also be able to select
a separate 'Celtic Studies' option as a reason for the request.

3. After Proposed multiple submissions, assign a name to each different submission that you
propose to submit. Click Add and Delete to add and remove submissions as required.

4. Enter the Justification for request (up to 300words).

5. If you do not want to submit the request immediately, click Save to display the request under the
Special requests tab, where it appears next to a Delete button in case you wish to remove it.
Otherwise, go to the next step.
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6. Provided that the request has been approved by the head of your HEI, select the confirmation
message at the bottom of the page.

7. Click Submit Request.

8. The request is displayed under the Special requests tab, with a status of Submitted.

Once a multiple submission request has a status ofApproved, you can create the associated
submissions in accordance with Creating multiple submissions for a single unit.

You cannot request both multiple submissions and a small unit exception for the same UOA.

Multiple submission requests are not binding. Therefore, an HEI may decide to make only
one submission in a UOAwhere they have already been given prior approval for multiple
submissions.

Request small unit exception
At the top of the Special requests tab, click the Request small unit exception button, to open the
associated page.

Proceed as follows:

1. Select the required UOA from the drop-down.

2. After Previous submission, indicate whether the UOAwas previously submitted in REF2014.

3. After FTE, enter the Full-Time Equivalent for the UOA (which must be less than 5.00).

4. Enter the current Head count.

5. For each staff member included in theHead count, enter a valid HESA staff identifier (or a non-
HESA staff identifier if your HEI does not use HESA identifiers). Use the Add button to keep adding
new identifier fields.

6. Enter the Justification for request (up to 300words).

7. If you do not want to submit the request immediately, click Save to display the request under the
Special requests tab, where it appears next to a Delete button in case you wish to remove it.
Otherwise, go to the next step.

8. Provided that the request has been approved by the head of your HEI, select the confirmation
message at the bottom of the page.

9. Click Submit Request.

10. The request is displayed under the Special requests tab, with a status of Submitted.

The status of the small unit request is displayed beneath the UOA on the Create submission page.

You cannot request both multiple submissions and a small unit exception for the same UOA.

Impact case studies requiring security clearance
At the top of the Special requests tab, click the button with the above title, to display the page
allowing you to upload a single file for the HEI containing outline information to support the request
(s) for security clearance.
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For each impact case study requiring security clearance (typically, one for each UOA requiring
clearance), you should complete a copy of theWord file entitled 'Request to submit impact case
studies requiring security clearance form', that was sent from the REF team. Each copy should include
outline supporting information of up to 300words, and should be converted to a PDF.

If you created only one PDF, upload it as it is. If there is more than one, create a single zip file
containing all the PDFs, and then upload the zip file. Following a successful upload, the filename and
submitted date will appear at the bottom of the page.

The request for security clearance relates to REF3: Introduction to impact case studies. Only
one request is allowed for each HEI.

Submissions tab
All the existing submissions (that is to say, all the UOAs that have been previously selected for
submission) are displayed under the Submissions tab when you select Administration > Submission
management. They are broken down into the following columns:

Column Description

Locked Indicates whether or not the associated submission is locked. Refer to Lock/Unlock.

Name The name of the UOA selected for submission.

Submit validation
status

Indicates whether or not the individual submission passed validation when the overall
submission set was validated during the Submit process (refer to Validating a submission).

Joint submission Indicates whether or not the submission is a joint one, and allows you to act accordingly:

l If you see a Create link, the submission is a 'normal' one (that is to say, not joint), and
you can click on the link to convert it into a joint one (refer to Creating a joint
submission (Lead HEI)).

l If you see a Configure link, the submission is already a joint one, and you can click on
the link to modify it as required.

l Lead is shown for joint submissions if yours is the HEI that initiated the joint
submission. This is followed by the funding split and the method used (FTE or
Percentage).

l Accept is shown for joint submissions if your HEI has been invited to form part of the
joint submission. Click on Accept to become aMember.

l Member is shown for joint submissions if your HEI has been invited to form part of
the joint submission, and you have accepted the invitation.

Lock/Unlock Available to system administrators, and other users associated with the Locks user
function, who can do the following:

l Click Lock to prevent the submission from being modified by anyone. Locked by
admin appears in the Locked column.

l Click Unlock to allow the submission to be modified once more.
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Column Description

Delete Click this to remove the submission, and all the associated submission data, from the
database permanently.

A Delete button is only displayed for non-joint submissions. To delete a joint
submission, you must first revert it to a normal submission (refer to Reverting a
joint submission (Lead HEI)).

Creating submissions
1. Click Create submissions at the top of the Submissions tab. The Create submissions page opens,

displaying a table of the UOAs shown inWhat is REF 2021?.

2. Select one or more of the UOAs that are not yet checked.

You can check Select all against a main panel at the top of the table, in order to select all
the UOAs associated with that panel.

3. Click Create at the bottom of the page.

The submissions are created and a confirmation box is displayed. Click Return to submission
management to return to the Submissions tab and view the added submissions. They are added
as 'normal' submissions. However, you will note that they each have a Create link against them
under Joint submission should you wish to convert any of them into a joint submission - refer to
Creating a joint submission (Lead HEI).

Once a UOA has been selected for submission, then, provided that the UOA has been included in the
survey of submission intentions (refer to Introduction to the Survey of submission intentions), the
REF forms in theData entry part of the system can be completed (refer to the REF forms that make
up a submission).

Creating multiple submissions for a single unit

This section assumes that the relevant UOA has been approved for the creation ofmultiple
submissions (refer to the Special requests tab).

For more information on multiple submissions, please refer to paragraphs 178 to 186 of the
Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02).

Click Create submissions at the top of the Submissions tab, to open the Create submissions page.
Approval of any multiple submissions is indicated by a coloured Configure button against the
particular UOA, as shown in the example below:
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Proceed as follows:

1. Click the Configure button for the required UOA, to display the pop-out window shown in the
following example:

You can opt to create a single normal submission instead by clicking Create a single
submission. This option is provided in case you no longer wish to createmultiple
submissions for the UOA. You can also opt not to create any form of submission.
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2. If you wish to proceed with themultiple submissions, leave the default Create multiple
submissions option selected, check the individual submissions that you wish to create, and click
Save. The selected, individual submissions are then shown under the Configure button, for
example:

3. Click Create at the bottom of the page.

If you opted to Create multiple submissions, the individual multiple submissions are created,
and a confirmation box is displayed. Click Return to submission management to return to the
Submissions tab and view the added submissions.

The number of the UOA is followed by letters of the alphabet, for example, 26A, 26B and 26C to
differentiate between the different Modern Languages.
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They each have a Create link against them should you wish to convert any of them into a
joint submission - refer to Creating a joint submission (Lead HEI).

If you remove any of themultiple submissions, then the remaining submissions will be
alphabetically reshuffled. Therefore, there is a possibility that somewill be renamed. For
example, if you were to remove 26B -Modern Languages and Linguistics: French in the
above example, 26C -Modern Languages and Linguistics: Spanish would be renamed to
26B -Modern Languages and Linguistics: Spanish.

Creating a joint submission (Lead HEI)

HEIs that undertake research collaboratively may submit a joint submission to REF 2021 that fully
illustrates the combined research activity.

A joint submission is always completed by more than one HEI. This is not to be confused with
the concept ofmultiple submissions, which aremade by a single HEI when the research
activities within a single Submitting unit are sufficiently diverse to justify it (refer to Creating
multiple submissions for a single unit).

One HEI creates the joint submission, and by doing so becomes the Lead HEI in terms of the
management and data security of the joint submission. It then invites other HEIs to become
members of the joint submission. When an HEI accepts an invitation it becomes aMember HEI (refer
to Accepting an invitation to a joint submission (Member HEI)).

In the case of a joint submission, the following REF forms are submitted by the Lead HEI on behalf of
all theMember HEIs involved in the joint submission: RG (Research Group), REF3 (refer to REF3:
Introduction to impact case studies), and REF5b (refer to REF5b: Environment template).

EachMember HEI involved in the joint submission needs to validate and submit the following REF
forms separately: REF1 (refer to REF1a/b: Staff details page), REF2 (refer to the Research outputs
(REF2) page), REF4 (refer to REF4a/b/c: Introduction to quantitative environment data, REF5a,
REF6a, and REF6b.

Small and specialist HEIs that make a submission for one single UOAwill not be required to
provide a REF5a statement, but may nevertheless choose to submit one where this is the
most appropriate way of representing the HEI's research environment.

For more information about joint submissions, refer to paragraphs 78 to 84 of theGuidance
on submissions (2019/01).

To create a joint submission:

1. Create a 'normal' submission as in Creating submissions.

2. Under the Submissions tab, click Create in the Joint submission column, on the row associated
with the required UOA. The Configure joint submission page opens.

3. Complete the Joint submission section as follows:
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Field Description

Joint submission name (Optional) A name for the joint submission.

Funding split method The method through which, post assessment, funding should be allocated
to the HEIs included in the joint submission.

l FTE: Funding to be allocated based on the number of full time
equivalent staff members included with the submission.

l Percentage: Funding to be allocated based on a percentage (to be
specified) for each HEI participating in the joint submission. Select
Publish split if the allocation is to be published.

Joint submission section

4. In theMember HEIs section, your HEI is shown as the Lead HEI. Click Add at the bottom of the
panel to display a blank field in which you can add aMember HEI. In this blank field, enter the first
few letters of one of the names of the HEI that is to be configured as an HEI (for example, 'exe' to
select 'University of Exeter').

Try and enter a string that will return a uniquematch or narrow list ofmatches -
otherwise, you will have a selection of names. For example, 'aber' returns 'Aberystwyth
University', 'University of Aberdeen' and 'University of Abertay Dundee'.

Multiple words in the search text are considered as a single string, which must appear in
the title of the HEI exactly to return any matches. For example, the search text 'royal
music' will not find 'Royal College ofMusic' because the system does not search for
'royal' AND 'music'.

5. Repeat the previous step as required, to add furtherMember HEIs.

6. If the Funding split method is Percentage, enter the% split for both the Lead andMember HEIs.
The total must equal 100%.

7. Once there are no further HEIs to add, click Save. The joint submission is created and you are
returned to the Submissions tab, where you can view the added submission. As it was your HEI
that initiated the joint submission, it has the status of Lead HEI. Invitations are automatically sent
to the other HEIs added to the joint submission.

Accepting an invitation to a joint submission (Member HEI)

When another HEI creates a joint submission, as the Lead HEI, and invites your HEI to form part of the
joint submission, your HEI, together with all the other invited HEIs, must accept the invitations to the
joint submission in order to participate in it asMembers.

To accept an invitation to a joint submission:

1. Open the Submissions tab.

2. There is a new row at the top of the table for the invitation to the joint submission. The cell in the
Joint submission column readsMember FTE – Accept. Click Accept to become aMember of the
joint submission, and then confirm when prompted.

The acceptance will fail in either of the following two cases:
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l You have already entered data into any of the RG (Research Group), REF3 or REF5b forms, for a
submission to the same UOA (in which case, the data must be cleared before you can accept
the invitation).

l You have already created a submission for the same UOA as part of a different joint submission
(in which case, you need to leave that joint submission before you can accept the current
invitation).

3. If acceptance was successful, the Configure joint submission page opens, which shows the details
of the joint submission (refer to Configuring a joint submission (Lead and Members)). In the list
ofMember HEIs, your HEI now has an entry with the Status ofMember. The HEI that initiated the
joint submission process has the status of Lead.

It may be the case that your HEI has previously createdmultiple submissions for the UOA
that is now part of the joint submission. If this is the case and the approved multiple
submissions have been created, then, when you click Accept, you will be given the
option of selecting which of themultiple submissions should form part of the joint
submission. Simply select the required multiple submission and click Accept.

The system administrators at the HEIs in the joint submission will need to grant you access to the
relevant REF forms across the submission (refer to Configuring a joint submission (Lead and
Members)). If your input is required in any of the forms, then you will need to be given Write access
to them. In addition, the administrator at your HEI will need to provide your user account with Write
permissions for the same forms (refer toManaging user permissions).

For example, if you (as a user at aMember HEI) requireWrite access to any of the forms for which the
Lead HEI is responsible (that is to say, forms RG (Research Group), REF3 and REF5b), then the system
administrator at the Lead HEI will need to set Write access for those forms when configuring the
submission. In addition, the administrator at your HEI will need to provide your user account with
Write permissions for the same forms (refer toManaging user permissions).

In the case of forms RG, REF3 and REF5b, these will be listed under the Lead HEI in the left
hand navigation during data entry (refer to Introduction to Data entry), even though you
may be responsible for entering data into them.

Configuring a joint submission (Lead and Members)

To open the Configure Joint submission page, open the Submissions tab and click Configure on the
row of the relevant submission.

If you are the Lead HEI, you can remove an HEI from the joint submission by clicking Delete
on the relevant row, although this option is only available if the HEI to be removed has an
invitation that is Awaiting response.

By default, no other HEIs can access your REF forms (other than RG, which is set to Read access). To
configure access to your HEI's forms by the other HEIs in the joint submission, click Set permissions at
the top of the page. The Joint submission access permissions page opens, displaying the grid that
allows you to set the permissions for the Research Groups and different REF forms for the joint
submission, for example:
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Forms RG, REF3 and REF5b aremanaged for joint submissions by the Lead HEI, and it is
therefore up to the Lead HEI to configure the appropriate access to each of these forms for
each of theMember HEIs if they are to have input into these forms.

To set the permissions for a REF form:

1. Click on a box next to the form, to display the dialog shown in the following example:

2. Select the required radio button on the left to select the type of permissions to be applied to the
form when it is accessed by any of the other HEIs in the joint submission:

Permission Allows user:

None No access, meaning that the associated forms are hidden.

This is not applicable to Research Groups.

Read Read only access, meaning that the associated forms and
records cannot be modified, and that the Edit buttons are
hidden.

Reduced read Read only access to just the following staff details in forms
REF1a and REF1b:

l Name

l HESA staff identifier

l Staff reference code
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Permission Allows user:

Write Write access, meaning that the associated forms and records
can be modified. In addition, if the user has the Delete data
function associated with their record (refer to Managing
individual users),Write access allows records to be removed.

3. Repeat from step 1 as required.

4. When you have configured permissions for all the forms, click Apply permissions. Themodified
permissions are saved with the joint submission.

After you have configured the relevant REF form access for the other HEIs, you need to
ensure that the appropriate users at your HEI are granted the relevant access to each of the
forms to which you have been afforded access by the other HEIs in the submission (refer to
Managing user permissions). This is so that, for example, if you are aMember HEI, and have
been granted Write access to form REF3 (refer to REF3: Introduction to impact case studies)
by the Lead HEI, which is responsible for its submission, you need to select the users at your
HEI who are to be allowed to create the impact case studies. These users will then see the
REF3 form under the Lead HEI in their left hand navigation during data entry and will be able
to create and modify the form (refer to Introduction to Data entry).

Once you have completed all your modifications for the joint submission, click Save. You are returned
to the Submissions tab, where you can view themodified submission.

Locking forms in a joint submission (Lead and Members)

The Lead HEI can lock any joint submission in the Submissions tab - refer to Lock/Unlock. This means
that all the forms in the joint submission are locked and cannot bemodified, including the shared
forms (that is to say the forms RG (Research Group), REF3 and REF5b that are all managed by the Lead
HEI).

If aMember HEI locks a joint submission, only the forms that are not shared are locked. The lock does
not affect anyMember HEI other than the one that placed the lock.

Leaving a joint submission (Member HEI)

If you are aMember HEI (as opposed to the Lead), you can leave the joint submission following
acceptance. Proceed as follows:

1. Open the Submissions tab and click Configure on the row of the relevant submission. The
Configure joint submission page opens.

2. In theMember HEIs table, click Leave on the relevant row. This creates a new, normal (that is to
say, non-joint) submission for your HEI, and moves any data that your HEI had entered as part of
the joint submission, into this new submission.

In addition, the invitation to join the joint submission is reinstated (so there are two entries with
the same name in the Submissions tab: one is the reinstated invitation; the other is the new sole
submission). The invitation can be removed by the Lead HEI from their end.
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If you were now to re-accept the invitation to join the joint submission, your existing normal
submission and its data would become part of the joint submission, and you would see only
a single row in the Submissions tab for the joint submission.

Reverting a joint submission (Lead HEI)

If you are the Lead HEI, you can revert the joint submission to a normal submission, once all the
Member HEIs have either failed to accept the invitations (refer to Accepting an invitation to a joint
submission (Member HEI)), or have left the submission (refer to Leaving a joint submission
(Member HEI)).

To revert a joint submission to a normal submission:

1. Open the Submissions tab and click Configure on the row of the relevant submission. The
Configure Joint submission page opens.

2. Remove all theMember institutions from theMember institutions table, by clicking Delete
against each one.

You can only remove an HEI when that HEI's invitation is in the Awaiting response state
– that is to say, the HEI either has not responded or has left the joint submission.

3. Click the Revert to normal submission button that now appears next to the Lead institution.

4. You are returned to the Submissions tab, where you can see that the submission now has Create
against it in the Joint submission column, indicating that it has returned to its normal state.

Clearing submission data
The Clear submission data feature allows you to remove from selected submissions all the form data
related to a particular REF section. For example, choosing to clear 'Research outputs (REF2)' will delete
all the REF2 data from the selected submissions.

In order to be able to clear the data from the REF forms in a submission, a user needs to be
associated with both the Submission management and Delete data user functions (refer to
Managing individual users).

The submission data cannot be recovered once it has been cleared.

Proceed as follows:

1. Open the Submissions tab and click Clear submission data to open the associated page. Select
the submissions from which you would like to clear data, and click Next.

2. Select which sections of the selected submissions you would like to clear and click Next.

The data for each sub-section within a section will need to be removed independently,
and so, for example, to remove staff details completely, you will need to opt to remove
both REF1a and REF1b.

3. Click Finish. The selected sections are removed from the selected submissions.

If a record within any of the submission sections selected is currently locked, then none of
the records within that section will be cleared. For example, if another user is currently
viewing or modifying a REF2 form, no REF2 forms can be cleared from that submission.
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If REF2 data is cleared, then any research outputs that have previously been attributed will
automatically be deattributed on deletion, which may affect the 'minimum of one'
requirement for the associated staff members.

Deleting a submission
To delete a submission, open the Submissions tab and click theDelete icon on the far right of the row
of the submission to be removed.

The icon will not be available for any joint submissions. If you wish to remove one of these,
you will first need to revert it to a normal submission (refer to Reverting a joint submission
(Lead HEI)).

Deleting a submission will also remove all the data associated with it.
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User administration
It is advisable to havemore than one user with system administrative access at each HEI so that, if
one of them is unavailable, an alternative administrator can take over the required functions.
Therefore, prior to any data entry into the REF2021 submission system by an HEI, the nominated
technical contact to whom the initial invitation to access the system was sent, or the system
administrator to whom the invitation may have been forwarded, needs to set up any further
administrative accounts that may be required. This is done by creating one or more users with an
Account type ofAdministrator (refer to Creating users).

Following the creation of any further system administrators, the next step is for an administrator, or
else a user associated with the Submission management user function (refer toManaging individual
users), to create the required submissions (refer to Creating submissions). The administrator can
then create any non-administrative user accounts that may be required to enter or import data
against the submissions.

It is advisable to create the submissions prior to the users, because permissions for the
different users are set in relation to the submissions. If you create any submissions after the
users have been created, then you will then need to go and modify all the user permissions
to include the newly created submissions.

A user is not the same thing as a staff member included in a submission. (You include staff
members in a submission in theData entry part of the system, using REF1a/b: Staff details
page.)

To access theUser administration page, select Administration > User administration. The table on
this page lists all the user accounts that currently exist at your HEI.

If there is a long list of users, and you wish to search for a particular one, enter a search
string, consisting of part of the user's Name or Email, into the Search field shown above.

A user record is in three parts:

l User details: General user details such as name, email address, restriction and account expiry
date (these are displayed in theUser administration table below).

l User functions: These enable access to specific parts of the system, for example the Institution-
level forms, for example REF5a, which provides details about the environmental impact of an
HEI's research as a whole (refer to REF forms that make up a submission).

l Permissions: These enable access to the Research Groups, and those of the REF forms listed in
the REF forms that make up a submission, that are applicable to that user for each selected
submission. These do not apply to system administrators, as they have access to everything by
default.

Access to User functions and Permissions do not have to be specifically provided to
system administrators, as they have access to everything by default. To set up types of
access to different REF forms for selected users, refer toManaging user permissions. To
set up permissions for a single standard user, refer toManaging individual users.

The accounts are broken down into the following columns:
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Column Description

Locked Indicates whether or not the associated user account is currently locked.

Name The name of the account.

The account type can be any of the following:

l Administrator: Has full access to the system.

l Standard user: The level of access depends on the user functions and permissions set
in the user account.

l Automated user: Can only log in via the API Gateway, for which authorisation needs to
be supplied via an API key in the particular API endpoint header (refer to Before you
start). The level of access depends on the user functions and permissions set in the
user account. If this type of user is created, the API Key field is displayed.

System administrator accounts have the type of account '(Administrator)' appended to the
names. Standard user accounts do not have anything appended. Automated user accounts
have '(Automated)' appended to the names.

Email The email address associated with the account.

Account expires The date following which the account will no longer be valid.

Last login The time and date on which the user last logged in.

Restriction The restriction on the user account: Read only, No access, or None (if there are no
restrictions, as is the case with a system administrator account).

Edit Takes you to the account so that you can modify it. Refer to Managing individual users.

User administration table

To create a new user, click on Create user at the top of the page, and then proceed as in Creating
users.

To create permissions for the standard users in the table, click onManage permissions at the top of
the page, and then proceed as inManaging user permissions.

Creating users
When you click Create user at the top of theUser administration page, the Create user page is
displayed, inviting you to make entries in the following fields:
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Column Description

Account type Select the appropriate type from the drop-down.

The account type can be any of the following:

l Administrator: Has full access to the system.

l Standard user: The level of access depends on the user functions and permissions set
in the user account.

l Automated user: Can only log in via the API Gateway, for which authorisation needs to
be supplied via an API key in the particular API endpoint header (refer to Before you
start). The level of access depends on the user functions and permissions set in the
user account. If this type of user is created, the API Key field is displayed.

Email Enter the email address associated with the account.

Name Enter the name of the user.

API Key This field is displayed immediately following the creation of an Automated user. Click
View API key to display the key.

For security reasons, the key will not be available when the screen is next
displayed.

Restriction This field determines how the user account is to be restricted, the available selections
being: Read-only, No access, or None (that is to say, no restrictions).

In the case of a Standard or Automated user, Nonemeans access to whichever
permissions are going to be applied to the user, but no permissions initially. In
the case of an Administrator, Nonemeans immediate access to everything, as no
restrictions constitute the default for an administrative user.

Account expires Enter the date, in the format dd/mm/yyyy, following which the account will no longer be
valid. You can either enter the date via the keyboard or use the date picker to the right of
the field. The date cannot be in the past.

Create user fields

Once you click Save, the user account is created. You then need to inform the user that an account
has been created (with their email address as the username), and refer them to New user login.

TheManage user page is displayed so that you can assign functional and HEI-level permissions to the
account. Refer toManaging individual users.

Managing user permissions
When you click onManage permissions at the top of theUser administration page, the associated
page is displayed, showing all the submissions that have been created (refer to Creating
submissions), so that you can associate them with the required users.

Proceed as follows:

1. If you wish to associate all the created submissions with the same selection of users, then click on
Select all submissions at the top of the page. Otherwise, you can click on Select all at the top of a
particular panel to select all the submissions for that panel, or, for a cross-panel selection, click on
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individual submissions.

2. Once you havemade your selections, click Next at the bottom of the screen, to display the grid
that allows you to set the permissions for the Research Groups and different REF forms for the
selected submissions:

As you will see, each standard user by default has Read access to the Research Groups
(RGs), but nothing else.

3. To apply permissions, click on a box next to a UOA, to display the dialog shown in the following
example:

Select the required radio button on the left to select the type of permissions to be applied, from
those shown below:
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Permission Allows user:

None No access, meaning that the associated forms are hidden.

This is not applicable to Research Groups.

Read Read only access, meaning that the associated forms and
records cannot be modified, and that the Edit buttons are
hidden.

Reduced read Read only access to just the following staff details in forms
REF1a and REF1b:

l Name

l HESA staff identifier

l Staff reference code

Write Write access, meaning that the associated forms and records
can be modified. In addition, if the user has the Delete data
function associated with their record (refer to Managing
individual users),Write access allows records to be removed.

You can select whether the permissions are to apply across the Entire row (that is to say, they
are to apply to all the forms in the selected submissions) or down the Entire column (that is to
say, they are to apply to this particular form for all the selected submissions).

4. When you click Apply on the above dialog, the grid is updated with the selected permissions.

If you clicked on a box in the REF1a or REF1b column, and selected Reduced read in
conjunction with the Entire row, then forms REF1a and REF1b are set to Reduced read
for the UOA, but the other forms are simply set to Read.

If you need to return to theManager user permissions page to select further UOAs, click Back to
submission selection. Otherwise, move onto the next step.

5. In the Available users list, highlight the user(s) to whom you wish to assign the selected
permissions, and click the icon to move the user(s) across to the Selected users list.
(To move users back, click the icon with the arrows pointing in the opposite direction.)

6. Click Apply permissions at the bottom of the Apply form permissions grid, to assign the
permissions to the Selected users, replacing any existing user permissions for the selected
submissions. All other permissions currently set for the other (none selected) submissions are
retained.

7. When you click Close in the resultant confirmation box, you are returned to User administration.

Managing individual users
Whenever you create a new user (refer to Creating users), or click Edit against an existing user in the
User administration table, theManage user permissions page is displayed. This page allows you to
not only refine the details created via Creating users and the permissions created viaManaging user
permissions, but also to set theUser functions to which the user has access (refer to A user record is
in three parts:).

TheManage user page is displayed as in the following example:
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Proceed as follows:

1. To modify the details created via Creating users, click the top Edit button and proceed as in
Create user fields. Click Save to keep your changes.

It is not possible to remove user accounts from the database as their audit trail would be
lost. However, you can prevent a user from accessing the system by either setting the
Restriction field to No access, or by setting Account expires to today's date.

2. To modify the user's access to the various functions, click the Edit button under User functions
and select the functions that you require the user to be able to carry out. These are described in
the following table:
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User function Allows user to:

Delete data Delete the following data records (assuming that the user has Write
access to them):

l News

l Submissions

l Staff details

l Research Groups

l Outputs

l Impact case studies

It is not necessary for a user to be associated with the Delete
data function in order to be able to remove submission
intentions and the associated research specialisms

Import Import any REF forms to which the user has access, and the associated
user accounts (see Import process).

Export Export any REF forms to which the user has access, and the associated
user accounts (see Export process).

Output matching Access the citation count retrieval from the external matching service.
Refer to Invoking the external matching service.

Users must have Write access to REF2 in order to use this
function (refer to REF forms that make up a submission).

Bulk Crossref lookup Perform a bulk retrieval of output details using DOIs that have
previously been entered into outputs within REF2. Refer to Retrieving
bulk outputs using REF2 DOIs.

Users must have Write access to REF2 in order to use this
function.

Submission management l Create and modify submissions (refer to Creating submissions).

l Create and configure joint submissions (refer to Creating a joint
submission (Lead HEI) and Configuring a joint submission (Lead and
Members)).

In order to use the Clear feature for submissions (refer to
Clearing submission data), a user must also be associated with
the Delete data function.

News Create and modify news items (refer to News items).

Submission intentions l Create, modify and delete submission intentions.

l Create, modify and delete the associated research specialisms.

Click Save to keep your changes.

3. To modify the user's access to form REF5a (refer to REF5a: Institution-level environment
statement), click the Edit button under Institution-level forms and select None, Read orWrite as
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required. Click Save to keep your changes.

4. To modify the user's permissions, first click the Edit button under User permissions to display the
View user permissions page. Then, if you wish to go ahead and modify the permissions, click the
Edit button and proceed as inManaging user permissions.
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News items
News items are notices such as information about REF 2021 deadlines, any system outages, and so
on. News items can be published by a system administrator, a user with access to theNews user
function (refer toManaging individual users), or by a member of the REF team.

Published news items are displayed on theHomepage, which is displayed immediately following a
successful login to the REF submission system, and also whenever you click theHome button.

User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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HESA data files
From this page you can download data to help you with the completion of forms REF4a: Research
doctoral degrees awarded and REF4b: Research income.

Data related to form REF4c: Research income-in-kindwill be sent out separately by UKRI and
the Health Research funding bodies.

The data are held in the form of downloadable Excel workbooks, and have been extracted from HESA
(Higher Education Statistics Agency) student and finance records for your HEI.

The data are supplied in accordance with paragraphs 340 and 348 of theGuidance on
submissions (2019/01), and relate to the academic years 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-17
and 2017-18. The next data despatch, planned for March 2020, will also include data for the
reporting year 2018-19.

The files that can be downloaded from the page are as follows:

l Guidance document
This document outlines the processes used to extract the counts of research doctoral degrees
awarded from the HESA student records, and the research income from the HESA finance records.
It also explains how this data will be used for validating the submission of your HEI's environment
data.

l Workbook 1: DoctoralDegrees
This workbook contains the following three separate worksheets:

o DoctoralUOA: Counts of research doctoral degrees awarded in each academic year, by
REF2014 unit of assessment.

o DoctoralCC: Counts of research doctoral degrees awarded in each academic year, by HESA
cost centre.

o Individual: Details of student instances included in the counts of Research doctoral degrees
awarded.

l Workbook 2: ResearchIncome
This workbook contains a single worksheet with the research income in each academic year, split
by HESA cost centre and source of income.
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CHAPTER 6
Clear cache

This option appears under Tools on themenu bar at the top of the page (refer to Navigating the
submission system).

With a single click, the option clears the items that the REF2021 submission system has stored in
memory. This will ensure that your browser is loading the latest version of the system.

The Clear cache option does not remove any stored passwords.
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Introduction to the Survey of submission
intentions
Each HEI intending to participate in REF 2021 needs to submit their responses to the Survey of
submission intentions, in accordance with paragraph 90 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01),
and the Survey of submission intentions webpage. The results of the survey will assist the REF team
in appointing sub-panel members in the appropriate numbers and areas of expertise.

Where the combined FTE of staff employed in the Submitting unitwho have significant
responsibility for research is lower than five FTE, and you havemade a small unit exception
request (refer to Request small unit exception) that has been approved or is pending
approval, then you do not need to submit a submission intention for that unit.

In accordance with paragraph 89 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01), the REF2021 submission
system will allow the HEIs to start submitting their responses from 30 September 2019.

User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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Introduction to Data entry
There are three ways of creating submission data within the REF2021 submission system:

l Manually, in theData entry part of the submission system (discussed in this section).

l Import from file, using the Import tool (refer to Import process).

l Import the data via the API Gateway, using the endpoint POST /api/importjobs (refer to
Importing records from an XML file).

To use theData entrymethod, proceed as follows:

1. Click Data entry on themain menu. The created submissions to which you have Read orWrite
access are displayed.

2. Select the required submission.

You also have the option of selecting REF5a if you haveWrite access to Institution-level
forms (refer toManaging individual users). This would allow you to supply the
information related to the HEI's strategy and resources to support research and enable
impact.

3. You are taken to the submission (except in the case of REF5a, when you proceed as in REF5a:
Institution-level environment statement).

The REF forms to which you have access are displayed on the left of the screen within the
submission. Simply click them to navigate between them.

When you are navigating the REF forms for a joint submission (refer to Configuring a joint
submission (Lead and Members)), the forms are broken down by HEI, with your HEI at the top.

The forms RG, REF3 and REF5b, which aremanaged for joint submissions by the Lead HEI, will
always be listed under the Lead HEI (regardless of whether you are the Lead HEI or aMember HEI).
Access to these forms is as follows:

l If you are a user at the Lead HEI, then you will only see these forms if your administrator has
granted you access to them.

l If you are a user at theMember HEI, then you will only see these forms if:

l the Lead HEI has granted your HEI access to them; and

l your administrator has also granted you access to them.

4. Click the form into which you wish to enter submission data.

You will need to have been granted Write access to the particular form in order to enter
or modify data.
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Research Groups (RGs)
A Research Group is simply a label that you can apply to staff members and outputs, so that you can
group staff members and outputs to reflect the distinct research activities within your HEI. However, a
Research Group is not mandatory for a submission, and neither the presence nor absence of a
Research Group is assumed.

In this part of the system, you merely create the Research Group labels. You will then need to apply
these labels to staff members (on the REF1a and REF1b form), outputs (on the REF2 form), and, where
requested, on the environment template (form REF5b).

Notes

l You can define up to 36 Research Groups for each submission (codes A-Z inclusive, plus numbers
0-9 inclusive). Refer to Creating, modifying and removing Research Groups.

l On forms REF1a and REF1b, any staff member can have up to a maximum of four Research
Groups associated with them.

l An output on form REF2 can have one Research Group applied, which must be one of the
Research Groups already associated with a staff member. Refer to Research outputs (REF2) page.

Creating, modifying and removing Research Groups
To create a Research Group:

1. Click Data entry on themain menu. The created submissions to which you have access are listed.

2. Select the required submission. The list of REF forms to which you have access are displayed on
the left of the screen.

3. Click RG.

Any RGs (Research Groups) that have already been created for the selected submission are
shown. You can sort them by clicking on the sort arrows to the right of either the Code or
Description column header.

4. Click Add to create a newRG.

5. Enter a single character Code. This is a single upper case character (in the range A-Z) or number (in
the range 1-9), and is used to identify the Research Group within a submission. If you enter a
lower case letter, then this will automatically be converted to upper case.

6. Enter a Description for the RG.

7. Click Save. The RG is created and added to the list. When you next go into the RG form, the RGs
will be sorted into Code alphanumeric order.

To modify an RG, go to the relevant table row, click in the Code or Description field as required, and
make the required text modifications. Be sure to click Save again.

To remove an RG, click theDelete button to the right of the relevant table row.

You will need to be associated with theDelete data user function in order to remove an RG
(refer toManaging individual users). Staff members and outputs associated with the
removed RG are not themselves deleted - the RG is simply unassigned from the applicable
staff members and outputs.
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REF1a/b: Staff details page
The REF2021 submission system requires details of the following:

l those current members of staff in post on the Census datewho have significant responsibility for
research;

l those former staff members (if any) to whom submitted research outputs are attributable.

The Staff details (REF1a/b) page lists any Category A eligible staff members whom you have already
included in the submission, and allows you to create new staff records.

User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

REF1a: Creating a record for a current member of staff
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

REF1b: Creating a record for a former member of staff
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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REF2: Introduction to research outputs
The REF2021 submission system requires details of the assessable outputs that each Submitting unit
has produced during the Publication period.

Submissions must include a set number of items of research output equal to 2.5 times the combined
FTE of Category A submitted staff included in the submission (refer to REF1a/b: Staff details page).
This number will be adjusted, as appropriate, to take account of requests for output reductions
owing to individual circumstances entered via forms REF6a/b: Requests for output reductions owing
to staff circumstances.

Rounding up from .5 to the nearest whole number will be applied, to give a whole number of
outputs for each submission.

For each Category A submitted staff member, a minimum of one output is required that has been
produced or authored solely, or co-produced or co-authored, by that staff member (refer to the
'Minimum of one' requirement). There can, however, be requests for reductions where individual
circumstances apply - refer to REF6a/b: Requests for output reductions owing to staff
circumstances and the Research outputs (REF2) page.

There can be further outputs up to the total required for the submitting unit (2.5 times the combined
FTE), taking into account any applicable reductions for staff circumstances. Amaximum of five
outputs may be attributed to an individual staff member, whether they are Category A submitted
staff or former staff whose outputs are eligible for submission.

The attribution of themaximum number of outputs to a staff member does not preclude the
submission of further outputs for which that staff member is a co-author, where these are
attributed to other eligible staff in the Submitting unit.

For output eligibility, please refer to Part 3 Section 2: Research outputs (REF2), particularly
paragraph 205, of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01). As a summary, each output must be:

l The product of research, briefly defined as a process of investigation leading to new insights,
effectively shared.

l A product of research that was first brought into the public domain during the publication period
1 January 2014 to 31 December 2020 or, in the case of a confidential report, that was lodged with
the body to whom it is confidential, during this same period.

l Attributable to a current or former member of staff who made a substantial research contribution
to the output. The output must have been produced or authored solely, or co-produced or co-
authored, by that staff member, who must be one of the following:
o a Category A submitted staff member, regardless of where he or she was employed at the

time the output was produced;
o a former staff member who was employed by the submitting HEI according to the Category A

eligible definition when the output was first made publicly available.

l Available in an Open access form, where the output is in scope forOpen access requirements,
unless an exception applies (refer to Open access status).

Units may submit a maximum of five per cent in scope outputs that areNot compliant
with Open access, or one in-scope output that is Not compliant, whichever is the
higher, per submission.
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Please refer to the Research outputs (REF2) page to view any outputs that have already been created
for the submission, and, on a separate tab, details of the staff who created them.

There is also an Excluded outputs tab, a Reserve outputs tab, and an Research outputs
(REF2) page.

Research outputs (REF2) page
Not all the functionality described in this topic is currently available.

Proceed as follows to display the Research outputs (REF2) page:

1. Click Data entry on themain menu. The created submissions to which you have access are listed.

2. Select the required submission. The list of REF forms to which you have access are displayed on
the left of the screen.

3. Click REF2 to display the Research outputs (REF2) page. The number of outputs already entered in
the submission is given. The outputs are listed individually under the different tabs described
below.
The target number of outputs for the UOA is displayed at the top of the page. It is calculated as
the rounded value returned after multiplying the combined FTE of Category A submitted staff
included in the submission, by 2.5. This target number cannot be exceeded.

If REF6a/b: Requests for output reductions owing to staff circumstances have been
made on behalf of the Submitting unit, then the target will be reduced by the number of
requested overall REF6a/b reductions (presupposing that all the requests are approved),
rounded to the nearest output. However, if the reduced target is less than the
headcount of those staff who need to submit the 'minimum of one', then the reduced
target will be adjusted upwards to be the headcount of the unit, minus the number of
REF6a 'minimum of one' reductions.

The page also displays both the count and percentage of those in scope outputs that areNot
compliantwith Open access (refer to Open access status). This allows you to adjust your
outputs, bearing in mind that units may submit a maximum of five per cent in scope outputs that
areNot compliantwith Open access, or one in-scope output that is Not compliant, whichever is
the higher, per submission.

4. To create a new output without initially assigning it to a staff member, proceed in accordance with
Creating a new output.

Outputs tab
Each output is shown in a box, which contains the output title followed by theOutput identifier,
details of the staff member attributed to the output (if appropriate), and the following buttons:

l View/edit output: Allows you to view or modify the output (refer to Output summary and
completion).

l Citations: Proceed as in Citations.

l Move: Allows you to move the output to a different submission (refer to Research outputs (REF2)
page).

l Delete: Deletes the output, and, if it is attributed to a staff member, automatically deattributes it.
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With automatic deattribution, you will need to remember that the 'minimum of one'
requirement for the particular staff member may be affected.

In order to be able to clear the data from the REF forms in a submission, a user needs to
be associated with both the Submission management and Delete data user functions
(refer toManaging individual users).

Reserve outputs tab
User instructions related to this tab will be available once it has been released in the submission
system.

Excluded outputs tab
This tab lists outputs that have been excluded from submission, and has the same buttons as the
Outputs tab.

To exclude an individual output, go to theOutputs tab, select the View/edit REF2 button under the
required output. Then, having selected Edit on the output's REF2 form, tick the Exclude from
submission box, followed by Save.

Searching and sorting
The Search box in the top right hand corner of the page allows you to filter records that match that a
particular search string .

The Sort outputs by box allows you to sort records within a particular tab by title, Output identifier
or staff member surname, in either ascending or descending order.

Creating a new output
To create a new output, proceed as follows:

1. On the Research outputs (REF2) page, click New output. The Select output type page opens,
listing the available output types.

2. Select an output type, and then click Create output.

3. The Create output page opens. Verify that the output type at the top of the page is as required
before proceeding.

The broad definition of each output type, together with the collection formats, are
described in Annex K of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01). Refer also to Annex B
of the Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02) for a Summary of additional
information about outputs.

4. The fields that you need to complete are dependent on the output type. For the full possible list,
please refer to the table below.

If the output is of type D or E and is associated with one of UOAs 1-9, 11 or 16 (refer to
What is REF 2021?), then, in order to return one or more possible citation matches (refer
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to Citations), you need to enter, as a minimum, either a Digital Object Identifier (DOI)
or a combination of Title of journal/conference (refer to Volume title), Article/output
title (refer to Output title) and ISSN.

Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Digital Object
Identifier (DOI)

If the output belongs to one
of the types listed in the next
column, specify a DOI
wherever available, to enable
the REF team to source the
output from the publisher.

The maximum length of the
field is 1024 characters. The
expected format is 10.<4
digits>/<suffix>, for
example, 10.1234/abcde.987.
The maximum length of the
field is 1024 characters.

If you wish to use the DOI to
fill in the remainder of the
output automatically, click Fill
form using DOI.

Conversely, if you wish to fill
in the DOI automatically using
the other details on the form,
click Get DOI from details
below once you have
completed the remainder of
the relevant fields.

Optional for the
following output types:

l A - Authored book

l B - Edited book

l C - Chapter in book

l D - Journal article

l E - Conference
contribution

l N - Research report
for external body

l O - Confidential
report for external
body

l R - Scholarly edition

l S - Research datasets
and databases

l T - Other

l V - Translation

Not relevant to the
remainder of the output
types.

Refer also to Output
summary and
completion, Output
format.

Output identifier Enter a string of up to 24
characters to identify the
output within the submission.

Mandatory for all
output types.

Place The place of publication. The
maximum length is 256
characters.

Mandatory for output
types I, L, M and P. Not
relevant to the
remainder of the types.

The actual name of the
field will vary according
to the output type. For
types L and P, it will be
Location; and for types I
and M, it will be Venue
(s).

REF2 fields
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Publisher The name of the publisher.
The maximum length is 256
characters.

Mandatory for output
types A, B, C, G, N, O, T
and U. Optional for
types P, Q, R and V. Not
relevant to the
remainder of the types.

The actual name of the
field will vary according
to the output type - for
types A, B, C, Q, R and V,
it will be Publisher; for
type G, it will be Name
of software house; for
types N and O, it will be
Commissioning body;
for type P, it will be
Manufacturer; for type
T, it will be Brief
description; and for type
U, it will be Platform.

Volume title The title of the output
volume, if appropriate. The
maximum length is 256
characters.

Mandatory for the
following output types:

l C - Chapter in book

l D - Journal article

l E - Conference
contribution

l R - Scholarly edition

This field is not relevant
to the remainder of the
output types.

The actual name of the
field will vary according
to the output type. For
type C, it will be Book
title; for type D, it will be
Title of journal; for type
E, it will be Title of
conference/published
proceedings; and, for
type R, it will be Title of
edition.

Output title If the output has no name or
title, then a description is
required (maximum length
7,500 characters).

Mandatory for all
output types.

The actual name of the
field will vary according
to the output type. For
example: for type C, it
will be Chapter title; for
type D, it will be Article
title; and, for type G, it
will be Name of
software.

Article number If appropriate, the number of
the article. The maximum
length is 32 characters.

Only applies to output
type D, for which it is
mandatory if the First
page (below) is not
supplied.
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

First page If appropriate, the number of
the page within the
publication on which the
article/contribution starts (up
to 8 characters).

Only applies to output
types D and E. It is
mandatory for type E,
and also for type D if
the Article number
(above) is not supplied.

Volume The volume number of the
publication in which the
output can be found, if
appropriate. For example, the
April 2017 publication of a
monthly magazine first
published in 2009 would be
entered as, "volume 10, issue
4". The maximum length is 16
characters.

Only applies to output
types D and E. It is
mandatory for type D,
and optional for type E.

Issue If appropriate, the issue
number of the publication in
which the output can be
found. The maximum length
is 16 characters.

Only applies to output
types D and E, for both
of which it is optional.

ISBN The 13-digit ISBN
(International Standard Book
Number).

Mandatory for the
following output types:

l A - Authored book

l B - Edited book

l C - Chapter in book

Optional for type R -
Scholarly edition.

This field is not relevant
to the remainder of the
output types.

ISSN The 8-digit ISSN (International
Standard Serial Number).

Only applies to output
types D and E. It is
mandatory for type D,
optional for type E.
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Open access status Indicates the status of the
output with regard to the
Open access policy, as set out
in paragraphs 223 to 255 of
the Guidance on submissions
(2019/01).

If it is not in scope, simply
select Out of Scope for open
access requirements.

If it is in-scope and fully
compliant with the policy,
select Compliant.

If the output is in scope and
one of the exceptions applies
that are listed in paragraphs
252 to 255 of the Guidance
on submissions (2019/01),
then enter the relevant one
from the following:

l Deposit exception

l Access exception

l Technical exception

l Exception within 3
months of publication
(That is to say, deposited
within 3 months of its
earliest publication date,
but not deposited within
3 months of its
acceptance date. This
exception does not apply
retrospectively to outputs
that were deposited
within 3 months of their
publication date, where
this date was between 1
April 2016 to 1 April 2018,
but which were otherwise
compliant.)

l Other exception (Owing
to circumstances beyond
the control of the HEI, for
example staff
circumstances or software
problems.)

Mandatory for output
types D and E, but only
if the output has an
ISSN (see the previous
field).

This field is not relevant
to the remainder of the
output types.

An output is in scope if:
a) it is a journal article
(output type D) or a
conference contribution
(output type E) with an
ISSN; and b) the date of
acceptance of the
output for publication is
after 1 April 2016. It does
not, however, apply to
output types such as
monographs and other
long-form publications,
non-text outputs,
working papers or
outputs submitted to
pre-print systems that
are not the version 'as
accepted for
publication', the data
that underpins some
research, or confidential
reports that are not
published because of
commercial or other
sensitivity.

A Submitting unit may
submit either a
maximum of five per
cent Not compliant in
scope outputs (rounded
up or down to the
nearest whole output
number), or one Not
compliant in scope
output, whichever is the
higher, per submission.

If an HEI wishes to
proceed with a
submission that exceeds
the tolerated number of
Not compliant in scope
outputs, it will be
invited to identify which
outputs should be
removed as ineligible.

Refer to paragraph 231
of the Guidance on
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

If the output is in scope but is
not compliant with the Open
access policy, as set out in
paragraphs 223 to 255 of the
Guidance on submissions
(2019/01), and has no valid
exceptions, then select Not
compliant.

submissions (2019/01).

Patent number For a granted patent, the
patent number. For a
published patent application,
the publication number of the
application.

The maximum length is 24
characters.

Only applies to output
type F, for which it is
mandatory.

Year of
publication

The full 4-digit year in which
the output first entered the
public domain. One of 2014,
2015, 2016, 2017, 2018,
2019, 2020.

Mandatory for all
output types.

Month of
publication

If the output is linked to a
former member of staff (refer
to paragraph 264b of the
Guidance on submissions
(2019/01)), specify the
month of the output, by
entering characters in one of
the following ranges: 1–12,
January–December or Jan–
Dec.

Mandatory for all
output types linked to
former members of
staff.
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

URL The URL of the output, if
published online. The
maximum length is 1024
characters.

You should ensure
that this is a valid
URL returning a 2xx
status code (refer to
List_of_HTTP_
status_codes). As
an example, you can
check the response
status codes in the
Chrome browser by
right-clicking the
URL, selecting
Inspect to open the
developer tools, and
then selecting the
Network tab.

Mandatory for output
type H (Website
content), optional for all
other types.

Output format The default Electronic setting
applies to uploads via a URL
(refer to URL), DOI (refer to
Digital Object Identifier (DOI))
or PDF (refer to Output
summary and completion).

Only select the Physical
setting if the output type is
one of the following: A, B, C,
E, F, I, J, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, T,
or V; and either physical
material needs to be sent to
the REF team, or
digital/electronic material
needs to be submitted on a
media storage device (for
example a USB or CD). For
specifics, refer to the Physical
output (deposit to REF
warehouse) column of the
table in Annex K of the
Guidance on submissions
(2019/01)).

Applies to all outputs
other than those of the
following types, for
which Electronic is
automatically assumed
owing to the nature of
the output:

l D (Journal article).

l H (Website content),
for which a URL is
mandatory (refer to
URL).

An individual output
cannot be submitted
both electronically via
the REF submission
system and as a physical
output. In the case of
multiple items that
represent one single
output, all the items
must be provided in
either Electronic or
Physical format; never as
a mixture of the two.
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Forensic science Tick this box if the output
embodies research in forensic
science.

For information on
forensic science and
the associated
outputs, please refer
to paragraphs 275
and 276 of the
Guidance on
submissions
(2019/01).

Optional for all output
types.

The output should be
returned to the most
appropriate UOA for
assessment, according to
the descriptors given in
Part 2 of the Panel
criteria and working
methods (2019/02).

It may be
necessary to
Request cross-
referral or set
the
Interdisciplinar
y flag.

Criminology Tick this box if the output
embodies research in
criminology.

For information on
criminology and the
associated outputs,
please refer to
paragraphs 277 and
278 of the Guidance
on submissions
(2019/01).

Optional for all output
types.
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Interdisciplinary Tick this box if the output
embodies interdisciplinary
research, as defined in
paragraph 273 of the
Guidance on submissions
(2019/01). Such research is
understood to achieve
outcomes (including new
approaches) that could not be
achieved within the
framework of a single
discipline. Interdisciplinary
research features significant
interaction between two or
more disciplines and/or
moves beyond established
disciplinary foundations in
applying or integrating
research approaches from
other disciplines.

Optional for all output
types.

This process is distinct
from a request by an HEI
for cross-referral to
another specific sub-
panel (refer to Request
cross-referral). For
more information on
interdisciplinary
research, please refer to
paragraphs 273 and 274
of the Guidance on
submissions (2019/01).

Sub-panels will consider
the most appropriate
means of assessing the
output, with advice from
the interdisciplinary
advisers.

Sub-profile If the output relates to UOA 3
(Allied Health Professions,
Dentistry, Nursing and
Pharmacy) or UOA 12
(Engineering), this field allows
you to assign the output to a
distinct Sub-profile, in
accordance with in
paragraphs 181 and 183 of the
Panel criteria and working
methods (2019/02). If the
field is not relevant to the
current output, specify Not
selected.

The sub-panels will
judge the research
content of the
material submitted
regardless of
whether a Sub-
profile is selected.

Optional for all outputs
associated with UOAs 3
and 12.

This field is not relevant
to the other sub-panels.

An output sub-profile is
not expected to be
provided where there is
a small number of staff
associated with the
output (typically less
than five FTE).
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Output allocation For UOAs 7, 10, 11, 12, 26, 27,
28, 29, 33 and 34, the sub-
panels have requested
information to assist them in
allocating outputs to
appropriate readers during
the assessment phase in 2021,
in accordance with
paragraphs 258 and 273 of the
Panel criteria and working
methods (2019/02). From
the taxonomy provided, you
should select the keyword(s)
most appropriate to the
current output.

Optional for all outputs
associated with UOAs 7,
10, 11, 12, 26, 27, 28, 29,
33 and 34.

This field is not relevant
to the other sub-panels.

The sub-panels will
judge the research
content of the material
submitted even if no
keywords have been
specified.

Request cross-
referral

If required, select another
UOA to which the output
should be cross-referred for
advice (refer to What is REF
2021?).

For further
information on
cross-referral, please
refer to paragraphs
399 to 404 of the
Panel criteria and
working methods
(2019/02).

Optional for all output
types.

Number of
additional authors

For a co-authored output,
enter the number of
additional authors (refer to
paragraphs 268 to 272 of the
Guidance on submissions
(2019/01)).

Optional for all output
types.

There is a panel-specific
approach to determining
how co-authored
outputs may be
submitted, and details
can be found in
paragraphs 216 to 236 of
the Panel criteria and
working methods
(2019/02).

To specify the
contribution of the
particular staff member
attributed to the output,
refer to Output
summary and
completion.
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Additional
information

This box allows you to specify
any clarifying information
requested by the associated
sub-panel.

The details relating to this
field are yet to be finalised.

Where requested by the
associated sub-panels
(please refer to
paragraphs 248 to 272,
and to Annex B, of the
Panel criteria and
working methods
(2019/02)).

For the full list
of types of
additional
information,
please refer to
paragraph 284
of the
Guidance on
submissions
(2019/01).

Additional information
should only be
submitted if specifically
requested in the Panel
criteria and working
methods (2019/02) -
otherwise, it will be
disregarded.

The information
provided should not
comprise a synopsis of
the output, a
volunteered opinion as
to the quality of the
output, or citation data.
Information of this
nature will be
disregarded.

Conflicted panel
members

You can use this box to
identify sub-panel members
who should not view the
output for reasons of conflicts
of interest (up to 512
characters).

For more
information, please
refer to Annex D of
the Panel criteria
and working
methods
(2019/02).

Optional for output type
O (Confidential report
for external body).

This field is not relevant
to the remainder of the
output types.

Exclude from
publication

Tick this box to exclude the
output from publication, for
example for reasons of
confidentiality or security.

All outputs of type O
automatically have
this flag set.

Optional for all output
types.
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Field Description Appropriate to the
following output types:

Notes

Exclude from
submission

Tick this box to exclude the
output from the current
submission for the time
being. Excluded outputs are
moved to the Excluded
outputs tab.

Optional for all output
types.

If this output is already
attributed to a former
staff member, then (s)he
will likewise be excluded
from the submission
(refer to REF1b: Creating
a record for a former
member of staff).

There can be
no output
records with
this flag set at
the time of
final
submission
(refer to
Validating all
submissions).

5. Having completed the required fields, click Save to validate and save the output. You are informed
of any incorrect or missing information (refer to Validation errors).

You will need to rectify any Save errors immediately (refer to Validation errors).
However, the Submit errors can be rectified later on, provided that the corrections occur
prior to final validation of the Submission set (refer to Validating all submissions).

6. You are taken to the summary page (refer to Output summary and completion), from where you
can take any further actions that are appropriate to the particular output, for example:

l Non-English

l Citations

Output summary and completion
The View output page displays a summary of the output fields that have been successfully validated
up until this point. If you do not wish to modify the output further at this stage, then click REF2 in the
left hand menu to go back to the list of outputs under theOutputs tab. Otherwise, you now have the
opportunity to modify the output fields (after clicking Edit in the output's Details box), and/or to add
other information to the output, including:

l Citations
This box is only displayed if the output is of type D or E and is associated with one of UOAs 1-9, 11
or 16 (refer toWhat is REF 2021?). It shows theMatch result status, as follows:

o If a citations match has not yet been attempted, then theMatch result isMatch not yet
attempted.

o If a match has already been successfully attempted, then theMatch result isMatched, and
the Citation count is displayed beneath it.
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o If, following a successful match, the output has been modified in terms of key data such as the
DOI, Title of journal/conference, Article/output title and ISSN then theMatch result is
Rematch required.

To view the citations, or invoke a rematch, click the Citations button to invoke the external
matching service (refer to Retrieving a single citation count).

Prior to submission, at least one attempt must have been made to match each and
every journal article or conference contribution associated with UOAs 1-9, 11 and 16.

For further information on the citation data used by Main Panels A, B and C, please refer
to paragraphs 288 to 292 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01). For information
on whether, and how, the different panels make use of the data, please refer to
paragraphs 274 to 282 of the Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02).

l Non-English
If the output is not in the English language, click Edit, tick theNon-English box, and enter an
English abstract of no more than 100words, referencing the original language(s) used for the
output. For further information, please refer to paragraphs 285 to 287 of theGuidance on
submissions (2019/01).

The requirement to enter an abstract is waived for outputs submitted in UOA 26
(Modern Languages and Linguistics) if the output is produced in any of the languages
within the remit of that UOA: that is to say, all Celtic, Slavonic, Germanic and Romance
languages.

Attributing outputs
Prior to submission, outputs can be saved in the database without being attributed to any staff
members. These are referred to as 'unattributed' outputs.

User instructions related to the attribution of outputs to users will be available once the associated
forms have been released in the submission system.

Creating an attributed output
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

Deattributing outputs
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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REF3: Introduction to impact case studies
If an impact case study requires security clearance, you should first obtain permission to
submit the case study. Refer to Impact case studies requiring security clearance.

User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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REF4a/b/c: Introduction to quantitative
environment data
REF 2021 requires the gathering of quantitative data related to research doctoral degrees awarded,
research income, and income-in-kind, for the Assessment period.

The REF sub-panels will create an environment sub-profile for each submission by assessing the
information submitted via the following means, but taken as a whole:

l REF5a (the HEI-level statement).

l REF5b (the environment template).

l Form REF4a: Research doctoral degrees awarded.

l Form REF4b: Research income.

l Form REF4c: Research income-in-kind.

The quantitative data on both doctoral degrees awarded and research incomewill be considered in
the context of the narrative provided in REF5b (the environment template), taking account of the size
of the Submitting unit, its areas of specialism, Research Groups, research strategy, and different
levels of research funding available.

It is not a requirement of the sub-panels that quantitative data provided by HEIs in
REF4a/b/c is reported by Research Group.

Following the REF 2014 process, the data on research doctoral degrees awarded and research income
will oncemore be aligned with HESA returns, and the data on research income-in-kind with
information held by the Research Councils and the health research funding bodies (as listed in
paragraph 347 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01)). As described in Part 3, Section 4 of the
Guidance on submissions (2019/01), the REF2021 submission system will limit the extent to which
such data submitted by an HEI can exceed their prior returns to HESA.

If you wish to view the HESA (Higher Education Statistics Agency) environment data files for
your HEI to help you complete forms REF4a: Research doctoral degrees awarded and REF4b:
Research income, the system administrator can download them for you via Administration
> HESA data files. There is also a downloadableGuidance document that outlines the
processes used to extract the counts of research doctoral degrees awarded from the HESA
student records, and the research income from the HESA finance records. Refer to HESA data
files.

Normally, when entering data in the submission system, the data is validated as each form is saved,
and any validation errors or warnings are displayed on the form. In the REF4 forms, however,
validation does not happen when the forms are saved; instead, validation is performed when you
create a validation report (refer to Introduction to Validation reporting), or when your data is
validated once the Submit feature has been used (refer to Introduction to the Submission process).
This is because some REF4 validation is performed on all the submissions as a whole for your HEI,
rather than on a single submission.
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REF4a: Research doctoral degrees awarded
Each submission must include the number of research doctoral degrees awarded to students
supervised within the submitted UOA, for each academic year between 2013–14 and 2019–20,
inclusive (where an 'academic year' runs from 1 August to 31 July) .

For help with completing form REF4a, please refer to paragraphs 339 to 345 of theGuidance
on submissions (2019/01), and to HESA data files.

Proceed as follows to display the Research doctoral degrees awarded (REF4a) page:

1. Click Data entry on themain menu. The created submissions to which you have access are listed.

2. Select the required submission. The list of REF forms to which you have access are displayed on
the left of the screen.

3. Click REF4a.

The number of research doctoral degrees awarded is shown, broken down by academic year.

4. For each of the academic years, enter and/or update the number of research doctoral degrees
awarded. Values of up to two decimal places can be entered.

5. Click either Save to keep your changes, or Undo to revert to the previous saved state.

REF4b: Research income
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

REF4c: Research income-in-kind
The estimated value of Research Council facility time allocated through peer review and used by
researchers at submitted units, will be provided to HEIs for use in preparing submissions, and should
be returned via form REF4c. For submissions in UOAs 1–6, the estimated value of equivalent income-
in-kind from the health research funding bodies listed in paragraph 347 of theGuidance on
submissions (2019/01) will also be provided.

For help with completing form REF4c, please refer to paragraphs 353 to 358 of theGuidance
on submissions (2019/01).

Proceed as follows to display the Research income-in-kind (REF4c) page:

1. Click Data entry on themain menu. The created submissions to which you have access are listed.

2. Select the required submission. The list of REF forms to which you have access are displayed on
the left of the screen.

3. Click REF4c.

Any existing income-in-kind sources (for example "UKRI Research Councils" and "UK health
research funding bodies") are listed in a table, with their respective contributions broken down
by academic year.

4. For each of the academic years, enter and/or update the income amounts.

Values must be entered as whole numbers in pounds sterling.

5. Click either Save to keep your changes, or Undo to revert to the previous saved state.
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In order to be able to clear the data from the REF forms in a submission, a user needs to be
associated with both the Submission management and Delete data user functions (refer to
Managing individual users).
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REF5a/b: Introduction to the research
environment submission requirements
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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REF6a/b: Requests for output reductions owing
to staff circumstances
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

Staff circumstances requests (REF6a/b) page
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

REF6a: Requesting the removal of the 'minimum of one'
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

REF6b: Unit reduction requests
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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Introduction to import and export
For those HEIs that wish to input their submission data by bulk import, and to subsequently export it,
import and export tools are provided in the REF2021 submission system. Information and examples
related to these tools are provided in documents on the Submission system data requirements web
page. Some of that information is replicated in this user guide for the sake of user convenience.

User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated functionality has been
released in the submission system.
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Import/Export tables
This section covers the fields that appear in the different import/export tables.

User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.

Research Groups table
This section covers the import/export table that relates to Research Groups (RGs).

RGs

Field name Type Restrictions Comments

code Charact
er

An alphanumeric
character.

name String Maximum length 64
characters.
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Import process
The Import tool allows you to import submission data into the submission system database. This can
be either instead of, or in addition to, the data entered manually via data entry (refer to Introduction
to Data entry).

Refer also to Importing records from an XML file.

Procedure overview
1. Ensure that you have created all the submission records that your import file is going to

reference. Otherwise, the import will fail. Refer to Submission management.

2. Create your import file.

It is advisable to download an example import file in the format that you wish to use
(XML, JSON or Excel), from the Submission system data requirements web page, and
adapt it for your own use.

3. Perform the import.

The process respects the user permissions (refer toManaging user permissions), and so, if a
non-administrative user is asked to perform the process, then the required permissions will
need to be set up in advance.

Perform the import
1. From themain menu, click Import. The Import page opens, showing the statuses and outcomes

of previous import jobs (refer to Import jobs queue and logs).

2. Click New import job.

3. In the Import file format box, select the format of the file (XML, JSON or Excel).

Files of the selected format can be contained within a zip file (refer to Zipped file).

4. Go to theOptions box, and, next to the File to import field, click Choose file and browse to the
file to be uploaded.

5. Once you have selected the required file, complete the remaining fields in accordance with the
table below.

Field Description/notes

Zipped file Tick this box if your import file is zipped.

Import Options fields
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Field Description/notes

Update preference The default action isMerge imported data with existing submission data, which
means that, for each UOA that has some data included in the import file, the data will
be merged with the existing submission data for that UOA.

However, if you would prefer that, for each UOA that has some data included in the
import file, the existing submission data for that UOA is overwritten by the imported
data for the UOA, then tick Replace submission data with imported data.

Take care when using the Replace option, as the presence of the smallest
amount of data in the import file for a UOA will result in all the existing data
for that UOA being overwritten. This means that any existing records that do
not exist in the new file will be removed.

Retrieve citation
counts for outputs

Tick this box to initiate a batch job that, following a successful import, will invoke the
external matching service in order to retrieve bulk citation counts for the imported
outputs (refer to Retrieving a bulk citation count).

Allow data to be
imported even if
there are
validation errors

When you import data, it is automatically validated by the system. An error is written
to the validation report for each Warning, Submit error and Save error (refer to
Validation errors).

A Submit error or Save error, will, by default, cause the system to abort the import
following the creation of the validation report, and to then roll the database back to
its pre-import state.

However, if you tick Allow data to be imported even if there are validation errors,
then the import will not be aborted, and all the records that generated the validation
errors will be imported regardless. Once you have examined the validation report, you
can either modify the import file and then re-import it, or else rectify the errors
manually in the submission system.

Report filename This refers to the validation report that is generated on completion of an import job
(see Import validation report). The default filename is REFImport<yyyymmdd>-
<hhmm>. You can modify this name as required.

Report format Select the validation report format (Excel 2007 or later, or JSON).

6. Click Import. You are informed that your import job has been added to the queue, and this is
displayed on the Import page when you click Return. Details about the outcome of the job can be
found in theOutcome column of the job table and the log file (refer to Import jobs queue and
logs), and in the Import validation report.

Import jobs queue and logs
Each import job is placed in a queue, shown on the Import page. This page lists the current and
previous import jobs, giving details and creation dates, together with the job start and finish times,
and the statuses and outcomes (see the tables below).

Only your own jobs are shown, not those of other users. Click Refresh page to ensure that
the information is up to date.

The Status column provides information on the progress of each job:
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Job status Description

Waiting Job is waiting to be processed.

Processing Job is being processed.

Completed Job has completed being processed.

Failed The job did not complete for some reason and there is no file to download.

Possible job statuses

TheOutcome column provides information on the outcome of each job:

Job outcome Description

Success No validation errors or warnings were found.

Success with warnings Validation warnings were found but no errors.

Errors Validation errors were found.

Failed The job did not complete.

Possible job outcomes

Each job generates a log that provides details about the job. To view a log, click View log in the row of
the table for the relevant job. The following possible events are provided in the log:

Log event type Description

Information Processing step, for example how many records were processed.

Warning Validation warning, for example unexpected file extension.

Error Unhandled error.

Possible log event types

Some errors are logged in the following format:
Record: <form>-<submission>-<identifier>. Error: <error text>.

For example:
Record: REF4b-10-15. Error: An invalid income source has been provided.

Themeaning of <identifier> depends on the particular form. In the above example for REF4b:
Research income, the numerical values correspond to the various income sources. Therefore, this
example indicates that an error has occurred in form REF4b for submission number 10 and income
source 15.

Import validation report
The validation report is generated on the successful completion of an import job. It tells you what
data was imported and, for each REF form, the number of validation errors and warnings.
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To view the import validation report, click Download on the far right of the row of the table for the
relevant import job.
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Export process
The Export tool allows you to export your data from the submission system database, in XML, JSON
or Excel format.

Refer also toMaking an API export request.

To perform an export:

1. From themain menu, click Export. The Export page opens.

2. Click New export job.

3. Select an Export file format (Excel), and then click Next. The Select submission(s) to export page
opens.

4. Select all the submissions that you wish to export, and click Next. The Select form(s) to export
page opens.

5. Select all the REF forms that you wish to export, and then click Next.

6. Optionally, edit the name of the export file. The default filename is REFExport<yyyymmdd>-<hhmm>.
All export files are zipped, and have the .zip suffix.

7. Click Export. You are informed that your export job has been added to the queue, and, if the job
is successful, the associated Download is displayed on the Export page when you click Return.
Details about the outcome of the job can be found in theOutcome column of the job table and
the log file (refer to Export jobs queue and logs). For details of the fields exported for a successful
job, please refer to Import/Export tables.

The process respects the user permissions (refer toManaging user permissions), and so, if a
non-administrative user is asked to perform the process, then the required permissions will
need to be set up in advance.

Export jobs queue and logs
Each export job is shown on the Export page. Only your own jobs are shown, not those of other
users. The page shows job progress, from waiting in the queue through to completion.

To download the export file following the successful completion of a job, click Download on
the far right of the row of the table for the particular job.

The Status column provides information on the progress of each job:

Job status Description

Waiting Job is waiting to be processed.

Processing Job is being processed.

Completed Job has completed being processed.

Failed The job did not complete for some reason and there is no file to download.

Possible job statuses

TheOutcome column provides information on the outcome of each job:
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Job outcome Description

Success No validation errors or warnings were found.

Success with warnings Validation warnings were found but no errors.

Errors Validation errors were found.

Failed The job did not complete.

Possible job outcomes

Each job generates a log that provides details about the job. To view a log, click View log in the row of
the table for the relevant job. The following possible events are provided in the log:

Log event type Description

Information Processing step, for example how many records were processed.

Warning Validation warning, for example unexpected file extension.

Error Unhandled error.

Possible log event types
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Retrieving DOIs and output data via Crossref
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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Invoking the external matching service
Citation data is generated using the External matching service, and is used by Main Panels A, B and C.
For information on how the panels make use of the citation data for assessment, please refer to
paragraphs 288 to 292 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01), and to paragraphs 274 to 282 of
the Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02).

Although the absence of citation data for an output will not be taken to mean an absence of
academic significance, the sub-panels associated with UOAs 1-9, 11 and 16will make use of
citation matches wherever available.

Attempts at citation matches are only possible where:

l The output is a journal article or conference proceeding and is associated with a UOA for which
citation data is applicable (that is to say, UOAs 1-9, 11 and 16 - refer toWhat is REF 2021?).

Prior to submission, at least one attempt must have been made to match each and
every journal article or conference contribution associated with UOAs 1-9, 11 and 16.

l You have theOutput matching user function enabled in your user account.

l You haveWrite access to form REF2 for the selected submissions.

If you only have Read access to form REF2, you can view the citation statuses of outputs,
but you cannot invoke the external matching service.

To view the results of previous matches, proceed as in Viewing the existing matches and citation
counts.

To invoke the external matching service for a single output, proceed as in Retrieving a single citation
count.

Retrieving a single citation count
To retrieve a citation count from the external matching service, proceed as follows:

1. Display theMatch output to external citation database page by doing any of the following:

l Click the Citations button on theOutputs tab of the Research outputs (REF2) page.

l Click theMatch button in the Citations box on the REF2Output summary and completion.

2. ClickMatch, or elseMatch again if there was a previous match (for example if Rematch required is
displayed following themodification of key data in the output).

Key data include theDigital Object Identifier (DOI), Title of journal/conference (refer
to Volume title), Article/output title (refer to Output title) and ISSN.

3. The REF2021 submission system communicates with the external matching service in an attempt
to find a match, and thematch results are displayed in a box under the heading Results retrieved
from matching database.

Prior to submission, at least one attempt must have been made to match each and
every journal article or conference contribution associated with UOAs 1-9, 11 and 16.
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4. If there is a single match to an entry in the external matching database, then the result is returned
asMatched, for example:

For thematched entry, the associated Web of Science Identifier is displayed below the
article details (this is a Unique Tag of up to 15 characters that can assist the external
matching service in the citation process).

Themost recent citation count from the external matching service is displayed, and you
can click on the count to view the list of articles that cite the current output. Citation
counts in the submission system are updated automatically every seven days with the
latest counts from the external matching service, and so the count shown is never more
than seven days old.

5. If a single, suitable match has been found, then no further action is required. Otherwise, proceed
as follows:
If there are several potential matches, then click Select against the required title to accept the
match and provide a citation count. If no suitable, potential matches are shown, then click None
of these to reject them all.

If the selected output, or single matched output, is not suitable, then click Reject this match
result. Refer to Rejecting the match result.

If there is no suitable match and you wish to modify any of the key data before attempting a
further match, click Return to go back to theOutput summary and completion. From here, you
can click Edit in the output's Details box, in order to modify the required fields.

The list of all possible matching outcomes, and the associated actions to be taken, are
summarised in the following table:
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Match result Description Further action

Matched A single match to an entry in the
matching database.

None required.

Multiple matches Several matches found. Either click Select next to the required
match or None of these.

Rematch
required

The data on the Research outputs (REF2)
page has changed, thereby invalidating
the match.

Click Match again.

The match has
been rejected

Either you, or another user at your HEI,
has rejected the match (by clicking
Reject this match result - refer to
Rejecting the match result below).

None required.

Optional: query the match result with the
external matching service (refer to
Querying the match result with the
external matching service), or modify the
REF2 data, and then click Match again.No matches

found
The system could not match the output
in the external matching database using
the output details provided.

Match results

Rejecting the match result

For anyMatched result, or any result selected from a list ofmultiple matches, you can click Reject this
match result.

There are various reasons why you may wish to do this:

l You selected the wrong output from the list ofmultiple matches by mistake. Click Reject this
match result, clickMatch again, and then select the correct match from the returned list.

l You realise that the data in the REF2 form is incorrect, resulting in an incorrect match. Click Reject
this match result, modify the REF2 data, and then clickMatch again.

l You dispute thematch returned by the external matching service. Click Reject this match result.
No further action is required, unless you wish to query thematch result with the external
matching service in an attempt to obtain a different match (refer to Querying the match result
with the external matching service).

Querying the match result with the external matching service

For all match results, you can query the result with the external matching service, for example
because you wish to dispute the found match, or query why a match was not found. Click Contact
Clarivate support to open the contact page. This contains information on what to do and how
queries will be processed. If thematching service data changes as a result of your query, clickMatch
againwhen instructed to do so by the REF team.
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Introduction to Validation reporting
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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Introduction to the Submission process
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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Introduction to submission reports
User instructions related to this section will be available once the associated forms have been
released in the submission system.
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Introduction to the API Gateway
Underpinning the REF2021 submission system is a RESTful core service API, with a series of endpoints
that correspond to the actions described in the data entry forms (refer to the pages that start with
Introduction to Data entry). These endpoints are collectively referred to as the API Gateway.

All of the endpoints can be accessed using Swagger UI. There is a separate set of endpoints on
Swagger UI for each of the following two systems:

l The UAT system at: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

l The live system at: https://submissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

Swagger UI allows you to expand the endpoints to view the associated parameters and examples,
and to try them out by generating responses to specific requests. Examples of the use of Swagger UI
are given inMaking API requests using Swagger UI and Importing records from an XML file.

Before you start
Before you can use any of the endpoints in the API Gateway, you need an Automated user account in
the REF2021 submission system (refer to Creating users), with the requisiteUser functions (for
example, Import and Submission management) and the appropriateUser permissions (refer to
Managing individual users). If you do not have such an account, ask the system administrator at
your HEI to create one for you. Then make a note of the API Key associated with the account (refer to
API Key). This key will need to be supplied in the header of every API call that you make.

For example, if the API Key is o6kQWgcajOVUg2BSfnJUwXBeCf4CMjUdcUKDRZUm, and you want to
request the list of import jobs, then the header for the GET request might start as follows:

GET /api/importjobs HTTP/1.1
ref2021-apikey: o6kQWgcajOVUg2BSfnJUwXBeCf4CMjUdcUKDRZUm

For the use of the API Keywith Swagger UI, refer to Authorisation.
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Making API requests using Swagger UI
Authorisation
At the beginning of the session in which you are going to make API requests, click the Authorize
button on the top right of the Swagger UI screen, to display the following dialog:

In the Value box, enter the value of the API Key associated with the user account for which the API is
to be run, and then click Authorize, followed by Close.

If you do not have a user account, refer to Before you start and be sure to make a note of
the API Key associated with the account.

Generating responses to specific requests
Let us suppose that wewish to request the submissions that have been created, verify the numbers
of doctoral degrees that have been entered for a particular submission (refer to REF4a: Research
doctoral degrees awarded), update the numbers for this submission using the API, and, finally, clear
the numbers of Doctoral Degrees for the same submission.

If you are going to use any of the HTTP verbs other than GET (for example if you are going to
use the API to PUT, POST, PATCH or DELETE data), remember that you will bemodifying the
current data in the associated submission system. Therefore, although wewill be using the
UAT system, it is still advisable to get into the habit of clearing any unwanted data, before
you move from exploring and learning about the API in the UAT system, to using the API in
the live system.

In most of the requests to the API, you do not need to include all the endpoint parameters
listed in the Swagger UI documentation. For example, the auditLog properties are not
required as the API will add them automatically when processing the PUT, POST, PATCH or
DELETE request, or in the case of a GET request, returning the requested details.

1. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

2. Under Lookups, click GET /api/lookup/institutions to expand the endpoint that returns the
IDs and names of the HEIs.
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3. Click Try it out.

4. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

5. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted, for example.

curl -X GET "https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/api/lookup/institutions" -H
"accept: application/json" -H "ref2021-apikey:
o6kQWgcajOVUg2BSfnJUwXBeCf4CMjUdcUKDRZUm"

Note the use of the API Key that was entered at the start of the session, in the header.

6. If the request was successful, copy and paste the content that is returned in the Response body,
so that you can use the institution codes in other requests.

7. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

8. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

9. Under Submissions, click GET /api/submissions to expand the endpoint that returns the
created submissions.

10. Click Try it out.

11. Enter any parameters that are prompted for (in this case, the code of the HEI, from those
returned at step 6).

12. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down.

13. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

14. If the request was successful, copy and paste the content that is returned in the Response body,
so that you can use the submissionIDs in other requests.

15. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

16. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

17. Under DoctoralDegreesAwarded, click GET /api/submissions/

{submissionId}/doctoralsawarded to expand the endpoint that returns the numbers of
doctoral degrees awarded for a particular submission.

18. Click Try it out.

19. Enter any parameters that are prompted for (in this case, the submissionID, from the IDs
returned at step 14).

20. Select the required Response content type.

21. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

22. Verify the content that is returned in the Response body, and make a note of the userID and
update information that you wish to use to modify the entries using the PUT statement, for
example:

"updatedByUserId": "8f702d26-8e9e-45ba-863d-6474f12098f1",
"updatedBy": "Chester Admin",
"lastUpdatedOn": "2019-06-28T11:54:11.974Z"

23. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

24. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

25. Under DoctoralDegreesAwarded, click PUT /api/submissions/

{submissionId}/doctoralsawarded to expand the endpoint that allows you to update the
numbers of doctoral degrees awarded for a particular submission.
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26. Click Try it out.

27. Enter the submissionID, from the IDs returned at step 14.

28. Update theDegrees Awardedmodel as in the following example:

{
"submissionId": "0004efa1-c5a3-4a60-b9fb-3278bcdfd0d8",
"year2013": 20,
"year2014": 25,
"year2015": 30,
"year2016": 35,
"year2017": 40,
"year2018": 45,
"year2019": 50,
"versionNumber": 0,
"processingContext": {},

}

29. Select the required Response content type.

30. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

31. Verify the content that is returned in the Response body, for example:

{
"value": {
"submissionId": "0004efa1-c5a3-4a60-b9fb-3278bcdfd0d8",
"year2013": 20,
"year2014": 25,
"year2015": 30,
"year2016": 35,
"year2017": 40,
"year2018": 45,
"year2019": 50,
"versionNumber": 1,
"processingContext": null,
"auditLog": null,
"lastUpdatedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"lastUpdatedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"lastUpdatedOn": "2019-06-28T09:09:20.04Z"

},
"isSuccessful": true,
"isFatal": false,
"errors": []

}

Note that the user and update information has been modified automatically in
accordance with the user executing the API.

32. You can now verify that the corresponding data entry screen has been updated:
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33. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

34. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

35. Under DoctoralDegreesAwarded, click DELETE /api/submissions/

{submissionId}/doctoralsawarded to expand the endpoint that allows you to clear the
numbers of doctoral degrees awarded for a particular submission.

36. Click Try it out.

37. Enter the submissionID, from the IDs returned at step 14.

38. Select the required Response content type.

39. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

40. You can now verify that the corresponding data entry screen has been 'nulled':
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41. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

42. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

43. Log out of the session by clicking the Authorize button on the top right, followed by Logout and
then Close.
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Making an API import request
You can replicate the Import process using the API endpoint POST /api/importjobs. The basic steps
are the same for each file format, that is to say:

1. Ensure that you have an import file in the relevant format (xlsx, XML or JSON) that contains all the
records to be imported.

Guidance on the process, together with schemas and examples in the different formats,
are available from the Submission system data requirements web page. You are
advised to take a copy of the examples and adapt them for your own use.

2. It is a requirement that the contents of the file are BASE64-encoded, for reasons of compression
and consistency. Therefore, use an appropriate encoder (for example,
https://base64.guru/converter/encode/file or https://www.browserling.com/tools/file-to-
base64) to encode your import file, and paste the result somewhere handy, so that it can be
entered into the fileContent field in the endpoint Import Jobmodel.

3. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

4. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

5. Under ImportJobs, click POST /api/importjobs to expand the endpoint that allows you to create
an import job.

6. Click Try it out.

Remember that you will bemodifying the current data in the associated submission system.
Therefore, although wewill be using the UAT system in the examples, it is still advisable to get
into the habit of clearing any unwanted data, before you move to exploring and learning
about the API in the live submission system.

7. Update the Import Jobmodel in accordance with the required example from the following sub-
topics:
o Importing records from an Excel file
o Importing records from an XML file
o Importing records from a JSON file
o Replacing previously imported records

Themodel contains the following parameters, which correspond to the fields described in the
GUI Import process:

API Parameter Equivalent
GUI Field

Possible API values (case-insensitive)

fileFormat File format Needs to match the format of the file being imported,
that is to say: ExcelXlsx, XML or JSON.

fileName File to import
and then
Choose file.

Supply only the name of the import file, and not the
path. The file suffix is optional as this is determined by
the fileFormat. The content of the file will be extracted
from the fileContent.

reportFileFormat Report format Either JSON or ExcelXlsx.

API import parameters
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API Parameter Equivalent
GUI Field

Possible API values (case-insensitive)

importMode Update
preference

Either Merge or Replace. For the significance of
specifying either, please refer to Update preference.

Take care when using the Replace option, as
the presence of the smallest amount of data in
the import file for a UOA will result in all the
existing data for that UOA being overwritten.
For the use of this option, refer to Replacing
previously imported records.

importWithErrors Allow data to
be imported
even if there
are validation
errors

Either true or false. For the significance of specifying
either, please refer to Allow data to be imported even if
there are validation errors.

retrieveCitationCounts Retrieve citation
counts for
outputs

Ensure that this is set to false for the time being.

zippedFile Zipped file Either true or false, depending on whether or not the
import file is zipped.

fileContent N/A A BASE64-encoded string of the file contents. You will
need to find a tool that can accept a binary file and
create a BASE64 string from it (for example,
https://base64.guru/converter/encode/file or
https://www.browserling.com/tools/file-to-base64).

tags N/A The tags parameter is mandatory for importing, and, if
you omit it, then "tags": "import"will be supplied by
default. If you enter your own tags, then you should
separate them by semi-colons, but at least one of them
should be "import".

The "import" tag is necessary in order for the
associated job to appear in the user's list of
import jobs in Import jobs queue and logs, and
for the submission system to be updated.

outputFilename Report filename The filename for the validation report.

Do not supply the file extension, as the import
engine will add an appropriate file extension.

In order to create an import job, you do not need to include all the endpoint parameters
listed in the Swagger UI documentation, only those listed above. For example, the
auditLog and log properties are not required as the API will add them automatically.

8. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.
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9. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

10. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.

The user and update information is modified automatically in accordance with the user
executing the API.

11. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the import jobs for your user.

The equivalent API endpoint is GET /api/importjobs/{jobId}, where the jobId is as
returned in the Response body in the previous step. There are two links to the right of
the import job in the GUI - one enables you to view the log, and the other enables you
to download the report file in the reportFileFormat specified above.

12. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

13. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

There is also a SignalRwebsocket endpoint available at jobnotifications that you can use in order
to be notified of job status changes. The endpoint is associated with the following two methods:

l ReceiveJobStatusChanged. The event raised by a change in the status, for example when the
system starts or finishes processing the job. The update details of the job are included.

l ReceiveJobLogMessage. The event raised when the a new log message is added to the job's log.
The details of the log message are included.

To connect to the endpoint, you need to include the value of your API Key in the header in the same
way as when calling the regular API Import endpoints (in accordance with Authorisation). You also
need to include the email address of the user who created the job, in the connection request.
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Importing records from an Excel file
Let us suppose that wewish to import Research Groups from an Excel file as part of an API Import job.

1. Read throughMaking an API import request.

2. From the copy of your import file, remove all the worksheets that you do not need. For this
example, we only require the ResearchGroupworksheet.
All worksheets need to specify, on every row in column A (UKPRN) the UKPRN associated with the
HEI for which records are to be imported. The following is an example of a brief ResearchGroup
worksheet that we shall import:

UKPRN UnitOfAssessment MultipleSubmission

(leave blank for this
example, so that it
defaults to false)

Code Name

10007848 34 A High Culture

10007848 34 B Low Culture

10007848 34 C Monobrow

3. Ensure that you have BASE64-encoded your import file and have the results to hand.

4. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

5. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

6. Under ImportJobs, click POST /api/importjobs to expand the endpoint that allows you to create
an import job.

7. Click Try it out.

8. Update the Import Jobmodel as in the following example:

{
"fileFormat": "ExcelXlsx",
"fileName": "UOA_34_Research_Groups.xlsx",
"reportFileFormat": "ExcelXlsx",
"importMode": "Merge",
"importWithErrors": false,
"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
"fileContent":

"UEsDBBQABgAIAAAAIQBBN4LPbgEAAAQFAAATAAgCW0NvbnRlbnRfVHlwZXNdLnhtbCCiBAIooAACAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACsVMluwjAQvVfqP0S+Vomhh6qqCBy6H
Fsk6AeYeJJYJLblGSj8fSdmUVWxCMElUWzPWybzPBit2iZZQkDjbC76WU8kYAunja1y8T39SJ9FgqSs
Vo2zkIs1oBgN7+8G07UHTLjaYi5qIv8iJRY1tAoz58HyTulCq4g/QyW9KuaqAvnY6z3JwlkCSyl1GGI
4eINSLRpK3le8vFEyM1Ykr5tzHVUulPeNKRSxULm0+h9J6srSFKBdsWgZOkMfQGmsAahtMh8MM4YJEL
ExFPIgZ4AGLyPdusq4MgrD2nh8YOtHGLqd4662dV/8O4LRkIxVoE/Vsne5auSPC/OZc/PsNMilrYkty
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lpl7E73Cf54GGV89W8spPMXgc/oIJ4xkPF5vYQIc4YQad0A3rrtEfQcc60C6Anx9FY3F/AX+5QOjtQ4
OI+c2gCXd2EXka469QwEgQzsQ3Jo2PaMHPmr2w7dnaJBH+CW8Q4b/gIAAP//AwBQSwMEFAAGAAgAAAA
hALVVMCP0AAAATAIAAAsACAJfcmVscy8ucmVscyCiBAIooAACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACskk1PwzAMhu9I/IfI99XdkBBCS3dBSLshVH6ASdwPtY2jJBvdvyccEFQag
wNHf71+/Mrb3TyN6sgh9uI0rIsSFDsjtnethpf6cXUHKiZylkZxrOHEEXbV9dX2mUdKeSh2vY8qq7io
oUvJ3yNG0/FEsRDPLlcaCROlHIYWPZmBWsZNWd5i+K4B1UJT7a2GsLc3oOqTz5t/15am6Q0/iDlM7NK
ZFchzYmfZrnzIbCH1+RpVU2g5abBinnI6InlfZGzA80SbvxP9fC1OnMhSIjQS+DLPR8cloPV/WrQ08c
udecQ3CcOryPDJgosfqN4BAAD//wMAUEsDBBQABgAIAAAAIQAlbbcLbAMAAPoHAAAPAAAAeGwvd29ya
2Jvb2sueG1srFVtb9s2EP4+YP9B0HdFpN4sCXEK25K2AG0XpGn6xUDBSJTFRRI1koodBP3vO9KWkzRF
kaUzbNLkUQ+fu3vudPpu17XWHRWS8X5u4xNkW7QvecX6zdz+fFU4sW1JRfqKtLync/ueSvvd2e+/nW6
5uL3h/NYCgF7O7UapIXVdWTa0I/KED7QHS81FRxQsxcaVg6Ckkg2lqmtdD6HI7Qjr7T1CKl6DweualT
Tj5djRXu1BBG2JAvqyYYOc0LryNXAdEbfj4JS8GwDihrVM3RtQ2+rK9HzTc0FuWnB7h0NrJ+AbwQ8jG
LzpJjC9uKpjpeCS1+oEoN096Rf+Y+Ri/CwEu5cxeB1S4Ap6x3QOj6xE9EZW0REregTD6JfRMEjLaCWF
4L0RLTxy8+yz05q19HovXYsMw0fS6Uy1ttUSqfKKKVrN7Rks+ZY+2xDjsBxZC1YP+15su2dHOV8Iq6I
1GVt1BUKe4KEyoijxQn0ShLFoFRU9UXTFewU6PPj1q5oz2KuGg8KtS/rPyASFwgJ9ga8wkjIlN/KCqM
YaRTu31+uG1iV1lGCdVFzQ9V913bKeFp/WG0Fp/zdff7i3pmKR6yeKJS/L4z9olpQ6EC5EYs92///7q
ABpkU66vFDCgv/n2XvIzSdyB5kCPVSHQj6HVGD/a1+KFH99iDNvtcJ54KBl5jmBX8ROssiRs4xQiBYx
yuMk/AbOiCgtORlVcxCBhp7bAf6B6QPZTRaM0pFVjzQe0OHj6Pm7YbJ90w7rdnfN6FY+ykUvrd0X1ld
8CxfECJy6n5YYepxtbY3xC6tUA04mUXzc+5OyTQOMMfbjUJP2NLO5/RDOlj72Vxl4jJETrIKFk3iL3A
mxHxRosZjNCmQYuU8omcYK1Mxs9aYYLqmkRJTNH4KPAzRy3XtNrG1LpPoqcV5hk8vp6ZK0JdSAnszBB
CMv0SfoTr2XyswgPwYscYAWM5RAmnI/dII48Zw48D1nFWReHs7yLF+aNOn3Q/p/dElTBen04tEsGyLU
lSDlLbyuLmm9JBJ0tXcI+D4luwzjJfKBYlDgwglwAnJaRoETZoUfznC2ysNCa2pPVrtfv7FHxa55mhI
1Qv3q0jXrVI/FYfe4We83Dul6VoLpZabjfnj6ZweLa5PCH97jmjjo0WTPnaJ39i8AAAD//wMAUEsDBB
QABgAIAAAAIQCBPpSX8wAAALoCAAAaAAgBeGwvX3JlbHMvd29ya2Jvb2sueG1sLnJlbHMgogQBKKAAA
QAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACsUk1LxDAQvQv+hzB3m3YVEdl0LyLsVesPCMm0KdsmITN+9N8bKrpd
WNZLLwNvhnnvzcd29zUO4gMT9cErqIoSBHoTbO87BW/N880DCGLtrR6CRwUTEuzq66vtCw6acxO5PpL
ILJ4UOOb4KCUZh6OmIkT0udKGNGrOMHUyanPQHcpNWd7LtOSA+oRT7K2CtLe3IJopZuX/uUPb9gafgn
kf0fMZCUk8DXkA0ejUISv4wUX2CPK8/GZNec5rwaP6DOUcq0seqjU9fIZ0IIfIRx9/KZJz5aKZu1Xv4
XRC+8opv9vyLMv072bkycfV3wAAAP//AwBQSwMEFAAGAAgAAAAhAIczUrAwAwAAhQgAABgAAAB4bC93
b3Jrc2hlZXRzL3NoZWV0MS54bWykltuO2jAQhu8r9R0s35PEIYGACKtlWdS9qFR1e7g2jgGLJE5tA7u
t+u4dOxACrPZUCchhMt/8Mx5PGF09FDnacqWFLFNMvAAjXjKZiXKZ4u/fZp0EI21omdFcljzFj1zjq/
HHD6OdVGu94twgIJQ6xStjqqHva7biBdWerHgJloVUBTVwqZa+rhSnmXMqcj8Mgp5fUFHimjBUr2HIx
UIwPpVsU/DS1BDFc2pAv16JSh9oBXsNrqBqvak6TBYVIOYiF+bRQTEq2PBuWUpF5znk/UAiytCDgk8I
3+4hjLt/EakQTEktF8YDsl9rvkx/4A98yhrSZf6vwpDIV3wr7AIeUeH7JJG4YYVHWPedsF4Ds+VSw43
IUvwnSOKoe0uSTn8WdjtREE86yXQw6dwMpuFgRqKY9MO/eDzKBKywzQopvkjxNRneRtgfj1z//BB8p1
vnyND5Pc85MxxiEIxse86lXNsH7+BWAETtHrBEyozY8hue5ymeRNDhv1wMOIUAfhOhfX6INnMN/UWhj
C/oJjdf5e4TF8uVgbAxpGn7ZJg9Trlm0KAQ2AtjS2UyBwT8okLYnQYNRh9qqSIzK+vtRWHcTwg8j9hG
G1n83Fv2/rUnLIzzhOOu8SRR0LN+c67NTFgtzzJgPRwDjgdGzwuTmMRvoUDhHAWOe0q/BXkmBRDqHOF
4CA/ZXDr4ddHcekypoeORkjsE+wSy0xW1U4cMAVIX3+vDqVkJtp7IugJPLEYX+oBZxDUw4CkN19txMP
K3sNhsb5u0beTUdtO2hae2advWPbXdtm1RY/MhoyYtKMJFWlDSN6VlGbZANi0SBEE/iZKz7EJn7B5Fu
IJMwbMpSHwmvm074k7EQy/9t3jLeEG8XcDt+EI8eDbie2fi27bB05W3M+C8od5aect4QXz0tHjwbMT3
z8S3beTYp3Xp61FVb42KLvlnqpai1CjnCzd6+hipejYFHpwbWdmBZPfJXBoYMIerFbyXOWyKwINaLaQ
0hwsYXJZ7z82mQlIJGGnuVZviSiqjqDCw++D+bwmGfFoJKAC82LH9S2EEO7mlhnb+q7uMuCnb/IEY/w
MAAP//AwBQSwMEFAAGAAgAAAAhAMEXEL5OBwAAxiAAABMAAAB4bC90aGVtZS90aGVtZTEueG1s7FnNi
xs3FL8X+j8Mc3f8NeOPJd7gz2yT3SRknZQctbbsUVYzMpK8GxMCJTn1UiikpZdCbz2U0kADDb30jwkk
tOkf0SfN2COt5SSbbEpadg2LR/69p6f3nn5683Tx0r2YekeYC8KSll++UPI9nIzYmCTTln9rOCg0fE9
IlIwRZQlu+Qss/Evbn35yEW3JCMfYA/lEbKGWH0k52yoWxQiGkbjAZjiB3yaMx0jCI58Wxxwdg96YFi
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ulUq0YI5L4XoJiUHt9MiEj7A2VSn97qbxP4TGRQg2MKN9XqrElobHjw7JCiIXoUu4dIdryYZ4xOx7ie
9L3KBISfmj5Jf3nF7cvFtFWJkTlBllDbqD/MrlMYHxY0XPy6cFq0iAIg1p7pV8DqFzH9ev9Wr+20qcB
aDSClaa22DrrlW6QYQ1Q+tWhu1fvVcsW3tBfXbO5HaqPhdegVH+whh8MuuBFC69BKT5cw4edZqdn69e
gFF9bw9dL7V5Qt/RrUERJcriGLoW1ane52hVkwuiOE94Mg0G9kinPUZANq+xSU0xYIjflWozuMj4AgA
JSJEniycUMT9AIsriLKDngxNsl0wgSb4YSJmC4VCkNSlX4rz6B/qYjirYwMqSVXWCJWBtS9nhixMlMt
vwroNU3IC+ePXv+8Onzh789f/To+cNfsrm1KktuByVTU+7Vj1///f0X3l+//vDq8Tfp1CfxwsS//PnL
l7//8Tr1sOLcFS++ffLy6ZMX333150+PHdrbHB2Y8CGJsfCu4WPvJothgQ778QE/ncQwQsSSQBHodqj
uy8gCXlsg6sJ1sO3C2xxYxgW8PL9r2bof8bkkjpmvRrEF3GOMdhh3OuCqmsvw8HCeTN2T87mJu4nQkW
vuLkqsAPfnM6BX4lLZjbBl5g2KEommOMHSU7+xQ4wdq7tDiOXXPTLiTLCJ9O4Qr4OI0yVDcmAlUi60Q
2KIy8JlIITa8s3eba/DqGvVPXxkI2FbIOowfoip5cbLaC5R7FI5RDE1Hb6LZOQycn/BRyauLyREeoop
8/pjLIRL5jqH9RpBvwoM4w77Hl3ENpJLcujSuYsYM5E9dtiNUDxz2kySyMR+Jg4hRZF3g0kXfI/ZO0Q
9QxxQsjHctwm2wv1mIrgF5GqalCeI+mXOHbG8jJm9Hxd0grCLZdo8tti1zYkzOzrzqZXauxhTdIzGGH
u3PnNY0GEzy+e50VciYJUd7EqsK8jOVfWcYAFlkqpr1ilylwgrZffxlG2wZ29xgngWKIkR36T5GkTdS
l045ZxUep2ODk3gNQLlH+SL0ynXBegwkru/SeuNCFlnl3oW7nxdcCt+b7PHYF/ePe2+BBl8ahkg9rf2
zRBRa4I8YYYICgwX3YKIFf5cRJ2rWmzulJvYmzYPAxRGVr0Tk+SNxc+Jsif8d8oedwFzBgWPW/H7lDq
bKGXnRIGzCfcfLGt6aJ7cwHCSrHPWeVVzXtX4//uqZtNePq9lzmuZ81rG9fb1QWqZvHyByibv8uieT7
yx5TMhlO7LBcW7Qnd9BLzRjAcwqNtRuie5agHOIviaNZgs3JQjLeNxJj8nMtqP0AxaQ2XdwJyKTPVUe
DMmoGOkh3UrFZ/QrftO83iPjdNOZ7msupqpCwWS+XgpXI1Dl0qm6Fo9796t1Ot+6FR3WZcGKNnTGGFM
ZhtRdRhRXw5CFF5nhF7ZmVjRdFjRUOqXoVpGceUKMG0VFXjl9uBFveWHQdpBhmYclOdjFae0mbyMrgr
OmUZ6kzOpmQFQYi8zII90U9m6cXlqdWmqvUWkLSOMdLONMNIwghfhLDvNlvtZxrqZh9QyT7liuRtyM+
qNDxFrRSInuIEmJlPQxDtu+bVqCLcqIzRr+RPoGMPXeAa5I9RbF6JTuHYZSZ5u+HdhlhkXsodElDpck
07KBjGRmHuUxC1fLX+VDTTRHKJtK1eAED5a45pAKx+bcRB0O8h4MsEjaYbdGFGeTh+B4VOucP6qxd8d
rCTZHMK9H42PvQM65zcRpFhYLysHjomAi4Ny6s0xgZuwFZHl+XfiYMpo17yK0jmUjiM6i1B2ophknsI
1ia7M0U8rHxhP2ZrBoesuPJiqA/a9T903H9XKcwZp5memxSrq1HST6Yc75A2r8kPUsiqlbv1OLXKuay
65DhLVeUq84dR9iwPBMC2fzDJNWbxOw4qzs1HbtDMsCAxP1Db4bXVGOD3xric/yJ3MWnVALOtKnfj6y
ty81WYHd4E8enB/OKdS6FBCb5cjKPrSG8iUNmCL3JNZjQjfvDknLf9+KWwH3UrYLZQaYb8QVINSoRG2
q4V2GFbL/bBc6nUqD+BgkVFcDtPr+gFcYdBFdmmvx9cu7uPlLc2FEYuLTF/MF7Xh+uK+XNl8ce8RIJ3
7tcqgWW12aoVmtT0oBL1Oo9Ds1jqFXq1b7w163bDRHDzwvSMNDtrVblDrNwq1crdbCGolZX6jWagHlU
o7qLcb/aD9ICtjYOUpfWS+APdqu7b/AQAA//8DAFBLAwQUAAYACAAAACEAF7pfwkYDAABgCAAADQAAA
HhsL3N0eWxlcy54bWykVltv0zAUfkfiP1h+z3JZU9oqCVrXRUKCCWlD4tVNnNbCl8hxRwriv3Nsp00m
KpjGHhafY5/vfOdmN3vfC46eqO6YkjmOryKMqKxUzeQux18ey2CBUWeIrAlXkub4SDv8vnj7JuvMkdO
HPaUGAYTscrw3pl2FYVftqSDdlWqphJ1GaUEMiHoXdq2mpO6skeBhEkXzUBAmsUdYieolIILob4c2qJ
RoiWFbxpk5OiyMRLX6sJNKky0Hqn08IxXq47lOUK9PTpz2Dz+CVVp1qjFXgBuqpmEV/ZPuMlyGpBqRA
Pl1SHEaRsmz2Hv9SqRZqOkTs+XDRdYoaTpUqYM0OU6AqE3B6ptU32Vpt6DCw6ki636gJ8JBE+OwyCrF
lUYGSgeZcxpJBPUnbglnW83ssYYIxo9enViFq/ZwTjDIvVWGlodnc9mP3m1zXJaR+7MWo7MbzQhHXyS
DJqTo08NFr4MD9+nAEeN8ErZXFBn0h6FalrCLhvXjsYX4JLSy5wlb/zy90+QYJ+nEIHQOi2yrdA2jMy
b8pCoyThsDcWm229uvUS383ypjoL2KrGZkpyThNlce5LkljBxMV44FrdlBQMl8ec5pm5ebpeNj3QxeX
mzjODlKLzYB+if2L7bxwV6OdQgaSldRzh9ssF+bcx5tj/YNkgdRCvOhzjFcSrajTkso2rD0ufOCzeUU
zWNPYJNXwaK+OeM/IxWPpOzyEinQn6wRaVt+vD+ILdWluxLtmHmtHc1RWrumGuUbznZSUH+kyGAWvYj
2SrMfYGqH2PYBtve4YZWVoWAYMVk7s2vXKn0zJAhSMsn7s6yf84fsQOb43jLlkyi2B8YNkxcyDph1P9
Ywsj6NvYhddc9eoJQ1bciBm8fzZo7H9SfX8XB1Dac+sydlHESOx/VHO1bx3PqgvfnYwQzAFx00y/HPu
/W75eauTIJFtF4Es2uaBst0vQnS2e16symXURLd/po8B//xGLjXC5o1nq06Dk+GHoIdyD+MuhxPBE/f
VQVoT7kvk3l0k8ZRUF5HcTCbk0WwmF+nQZnGyWY+W9+lZTrhnr7y0YjCOPbPjyWfrgwTlDN5qtWpQlM
tFAnEvwQRnioRjj8Nit8AAAD//wMAUEsDBBQABgAIAAAAIQBcB39I6gAAAKMBAAAUAAAAeGwvc2hhcm
VkU3RyaW5ncy54bWx0kN1KAzEQhe8F3yHk3mbrhYhkU+qCCNoqah8g3Z3uBjaTNTOx+vamIApZvJzvn
Dnzo1effhQfEMkFrOVyUUkB2IbOYV/L3dvdxbUUxBY7OwaEWn4ByZU5P9NELHIvUi0H5ulGKWoH8JYW
YQLMyiFEbzmXsVc0RbAdDQDsR3VZVVfKW4dStCEh57lLKRK69wTNLzCanNFsdg/PL1ut2Gh1Aj8QHT8
d1kRA5AG51DdpZDeN8Jr23tHpuNLRhA5KtrV+xtal6XaWVIJ71w+iyRukOIt7DMf/pE3AsI/h+Ben8p
PNNwAAAP//AwBQSwMEFAAGAAgAAAAhADttMkvBAAAAQgEAACMAAAB4bC93b3Jrc2hlZXRzL19yZWxzL
3NoZWV0MS54bWwucmVsc4SPwYrCMBRF9wP+Q3h7k9aFDENTNyK4VecDYvraBtuXkPcU/XuzHGXA5eVw
z+U2m/s8qRtmDpEs1LoCheRjF2iw8HvaLb9BsTjq3BQJLTyQYdMuvpoDTk5KiceQWBULsYVRJP0Yw37
E2bGOCamQPubZSYl5MMn5ixvQrKpqbfJfB7QvTrXvLOR9V4M6PVJZ/uyOfR88bqO/zkjyz4RJOZBgPq
JIOchF7fKAYkHrd/aea30OBKZtzMvz9gkAAP//AwBQSwMEFAAGAAgAAAAhAOZfZlbSAAAAsAYAACcAA
AB4bC9wcmludGVyU2V0dGluZ3MvcHJpbnRlclNldHRpbmdzMS5iaW5yZEhhyGdIYkhlUGAIYHBhcGMg
DTCyMLPdYbjCGvy+gZGRgZHhFVc+RwqQ5mfYwMIEpDewMANJH6D5JUCYylBEovnYlDNCBUE0ExDD+Oh
qA4I8wx4pUMFCNCMkwHwBdRBkYABhCNjAsIQZl20wCQMmAYYYb2aGDGcWvA5zc5v/iRWoAqTqPxDi8i
P1fTdq4mAKAVLjfQPQ8cG+IV4gPwgwLBj0kWkAzMCuTi6OoFwM8isyBjk+GFhqJDLkAUupRGDZkTKaO
EdwCIDSBgAAAP//AwBQSwMEFAAGAAgAAAAhAJhUjWNcAQAAbwIAABEACAFkb2NQcm9wcy9jb3JlLnht
bCCiBAEooAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAISSX0vDMBTF3wW/Q8l7m7Zb9ye0HUyZIA6EVRTFh5D
crcU2KUl027c3bbfaoeBjcs795ZxL4sWhKp0vULqQIkGB5yMHBJO8ELsEPWUrd4YcbajgtJQCEnQEjR
bp9VXMasKkgkcla1CmAO1YktCE1QnKjakJxprlUFHtWYew4laqihp7VDtcU/ZBd4BD35/gCgzl1FDcA
N26J6ITkrMeWX+qsgVwhqGECoTROPAC/OM1oCr950CrDJxVYY617XSKO2Rz1om9+6CL3rjf7739qI1h
8wf4Zf2waau6hWh2xQClMWeEKaBGqnSTUyWFs7Sd7Zrepn4YvMd4YGiWWVJt1nbv2wL48pjey1w4dwp
AxPi3aultme4J4I6NR7oyZ+V5dHObrVAa+sHc9aduOM+CiIx9Es1fm8cv5pu43UV1ivAvceb6YRaEZB
yRaDIgngFpm/vyi6TfAAAA//8DAFBLAwQUAAYACAAAACEABHwd248BAAAYAwAAEAAIAWRvY1Byb3BzL
2FwcC54bWwgogQBKKAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACckkFv2zAMhe8D9h8M3Rs53VAMgaxiSLf1
sGHBknZnTaZjobIkiIyR7NePttHUWXfajeR7ePpESd0eO1/0kNHFUInlohQFBBtrF/aVeNh9vvogCiQ
TauNjgEqcAMWtfvtGbXJMkMkBFhwRsBItUVpJibaFzuCC5cBKE3NniNu8l7FpnIW7aA8dBJLXZXkj4U
gQaqiv0jlQTImrnv43tI524MPH3SkxsFYfU/LOGuJb6m/O5oixoeLT0YJXci4qptuCPWRHJ10qOW/V1
hoPaw7WjfEISr4M1D2YYWkb4zJq1dOqB0sxF+h+89quRfHLIAw4lehNdiYQYw22qRlrn5Cy/hnzE7YA
hEqyYRqO5dw7r917vRwNXFwah4AJhIVLxJ0jD/i92ZhM/yBezolHhol3wvkBCCbb9kuOh/QKc7w5H/j
XEevYJRNOLJyrry484UPaxTtD8LzVy6HatiZDzQ9x3vp5oO55odkPIevWhD3Uz57XwvAHHqePrpc3i/
Jdyc87myn58qX1HwAAAP//AwBQSwECLQAUAAYACAAAACEAQTeCz24BAAAEBQAAEwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAW0NvbnRlbnRfVHlwZXNdLnhtbFBLAQItABQABgAIAAAAIQC1VTAj9AAAAEwCAAALAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAKcDAABfcmVscy8ucmVsc1BLAQItABQABgAIAAAAIQAlbbcLbAMAAPoHAAAPAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAMwGAAB4bC93b3JrYm9vay54bWxQSwECLQAUAAYACAAAACEAgT6Ul/MAAAC6AgAAGgAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAABlCgAAeGwvX3JlbHMvd29ya2Jvb2sueG1sLnJlbHNQSwECLQAUAAYACAAAACEAhzNSsDADA
ACFCAAAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACYDAAAeGwvd29ya3NoZWV0cy9zaGVldDEueG1sUEsBAi0AFAAGAAgA
AAAhAMEXEL5OBwAAxiAAABMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/g8AAHhsL3RoZW1lL3RoZW1lMS54bWxQSwECLQA
UAAYACAAAACEAF7pfwkYDAABgCAAADQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB9FwAAeGwvc3R5bGVzLnhtbFBLAQItAB
QABgAIAAAAIQBcB39I6gAAAKMBAAAUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAO4aAAB4bC9zaGFyZWRTdHJpbmdzLnhtb
FBLAQItABQABgAIAAAAIQA7bTJLwQAAAEIBAAAjAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAocAAB4bC93b3Jrc2hlZXRz
L19yZWxzL3NoZWV0MS54bWwucmVsc1BLAQItABQABgAIAAAAIQDmX2ZW0gAAALAGAAAnAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAwdAAB4bC9wcmludGVyU2V0dGluZ3MvcHJpbnRlclNldHRpbmdzMS5iaW5QSwECLQAUAAYACA
AAACEAmFSNY1wBAABvAgAAEQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAjHgAAZG9jUHJvcHMvY29yZS54bWxQSwECLQAUA
AYACAAAACEABHwd248BAAAYAwAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC2IAAAZG9jUHJvcHMvYXBwLnhtbFBLBQYA
AAAADAAMACYDAAB7IwAAAAA=",

"tags": "import",
"outputFilename": "REFExcelRGImport20190802",

}

For the parameters, refer to API import parameters. Ensure that fileContent always
holds the BASE64-encoded contents of the file currently being imported.

9. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

10. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

11. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.
For example:

{
"value": {
"fileFormat": "ExcelXlsx",
"fileName": "UOA_34_Research_Groups.xlsx",
"reportFileFormat": "ExcelXlsx",
"importMode": "Merge",
"importWithErrors": false,
"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
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"fileContent": null,
"importFilenameInStore": "UOA_34_Research_Groups-93adac12-f7fe-447b-b97d-

505664efd5ba.xlsx",
"outputFilenameInStore": "REFExcelRGImport20190802-93adac12-f7fe-447b-b97d-

505664efd5ba",
"auditLog": null,
"log": [],
"jobId": "93adac12-f7fe-447b-b97d-505664efd5ba",
"tags": "import",
"status": "Waiting",
"outcome": "",
"submittedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"submittedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"submittedOn": "2019-07-15T10:29:15.74Z",
"startedAt": null,
"finishedAt": null,
"outputFilename": "REFImport20190715",
"lastUpdatedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"lastUpdatedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"lastUpdatedOn": "2019-08-02T12:47:29.64Z",
"versionNumber": 1,
"processingContext": null

},
"isSuccessful": true,
"isFatal": false,
"errors": []

}

12. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the import jobs for your user:

13. The job has finished successfully, so we can now verify the results by looking at the Research
Groups in the required UOA:
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14. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

15. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.
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Importing records from an XML file
Let us suppose that wewish to import Research Groups from an XML file as part of an API Import job.

1. Read throughMaking an API import request.

2. Ensure that your import file is syntactically correct and that the UKPRN associated with the HEI for
which records are to be imported, is specified within the <institution> tags at the top of the file:

<ref2021Data xmlns="http://www.ref.ac.uk/schemas/ref2021data">
<institution>10007848</institution>
<submissions>

<submission>
<unitOfAssessment>2</unitOfAssessment>

<researchGroups>
<group>

<code>A</code>
<name>Paediatrics</name>

</group>
<group>

<code>B</code>
<name>General practice</name>

</group>
<group>

<code>C</code>
<name>Physiotherapy</name>

</group>
<group>

<code>E</code>
<name>Dentistry</name>

</group>
<group>

<code>F</code>
<name>Mental Health</name>

</group>
<group>

<code>X</code>
<name>Yoga</name>

</group>
</researchGroups>

</submission>
</submissions>

</ref2021Data>

3. Ensure that you have BASE64-encoded your import file and have the results to hand.

4. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

5. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

6. Under ImportJobs, click POST /api/importjobs to expand the endpoint that allows you to create
an import job.

7. Click Try it out.

8. Update the Import Jobmodel as in the following example:

{
"fileFormat": "Xml",
"fileName": "ResearchGroups.xml",
"reportFileFormat": "Json",
"importMode": "Merge",
"importWithErrors": false,
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"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
"fileContent":

"PHJlZjIwMjFEYXRhIHhtbG5zPSJodHRwOi8vd3d3LnJlZi5hYy51ay9zY2hlbWFzL3JlZjIwMjFkYX
RhIj4NCgk8aW5zdGl0dXRpb24+MTAwMDc4NDg8L2luc3RpdHV0aW9uPg0KCTxzdWJtaXNzaW9ucz4NC
gkJPHN1Ym1pc3Npb24+DQoJCTx1bml0T2ZBc3Nlc3NtZW50PjI8L3VuaXRPZkFzc2Vzc21lbnQ+DQoJ
CQk8cmVzZWFyY2hHcm91cHM+DQoJCQkJPGdyb3VwPg0KCQkJCQk8Y29kZT5BPC9jb2RlPg0KCQkJCQk
8bmFtZT5QYWVkaWF0cmljczwvbmFtZT4NCgkJCQk8L2dyb3VwPg0KCQkJCTxncm91cD4NCgkJCQkJPG
NvZGU+QjwvY29kZT4NCgkJCQkJPG5hbWU+R2VuZXJhbCBwcmFjdGljZTwvbmFtZT4NCgkJCQk8L2dyb
3VwPg0KCQkJCTxncm91cD4NCgkJCQkJPGNvZGU+QzwvY29kZT4NCgkJCQkJPG5hbWU+UGh5c2lvdGhl
cmFweTwvbmFtZT4NCgkJCQk8L2dyb3VwPg0KCQkJCTxncm91cD4NCgkJCQkJPGNvZGU+RTwvY29kZT4
NCgkJCQkJPG5hbWU+RGVudGlzdHJ5PC9uYW1lPg0KCQkJCTwvZ3JvdXA+DQoJCQkJPGdyb3VwPg0KCQ
kJCQk8Y29kZT5GPC9jb2RlPg0KCQkJCQk8bmFtZT5NZW50YWwgSGVhbHRoPC9uYW1lPg0KCQkJCTwvZ
3JvdXA+DQoJCQkJPGdyb3VwPg0KCQkJCQk8Y29kZT5YPC9jb2RlPg0KCQkJCQk8bmFtZT5Zb2dhPC9u
YW1lPg0KCQkJCTwvZ3JvdXA+CQkJCQ0KCQkJPC9yZXNlYXJjaEdyb3Vwcz4NCgkJPC9zdWJtaXNzaW9
uPg0KCTwvc3VibWlzc2lvbnM+DQo8L3JlZjIwMjFEYXRhPg0KCQ0KCQ==",

"tags": "import",
"outputFilename": "REFImport20190715",

}

For the parameters, refer to API import parameters. Ensure that fileContent always
holds the BASE64-encoded contents of the file currently being imported.

9. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

10. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

11. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.
For example:

{
"value": {
"fileFormat": "Xml",
"fileName": "ResearchGroups.xml",
"reportFileFormat": "Json",
"importMode": "Merge",
"importWithErrors": false,
"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
"fileContent": null,
"importFilenameInStore": "ResearchGroups-34a86c70-f4ff-4876-ae41-

7d928611d384.xml",
"outputFilenameInStore": "REFImport20190715-34a86c70-f4ff-4876-ae41-

7d928611d384",
"auditLog": null,
"log": [],
"jobId": "34a86c70-f4ff-4876-ae41-7d928611d384",
"tags": "import",
"status": "Waiting",
"outcome": "",
"submittedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"submittedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"submittedOn": "2019-07-15T10:29:15.74Z",
"startedAt": null,
"finishedAt": null,
"outputFilename": "REFImport20190715",
"lastUpdatedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"lastUpdatedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"lastUpdatedOn": "2019-07-15T10:29:15.623Z",
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"versionNumber": 1,
"processingContext": null

},
"isSuccessful": true,
"isFatal": false,
"errors": []

}

12. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the import jobs for your user:

13. The job has finished successfully, so we can now verify the results by looking at the Research
Groups in the required UOA:

14. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

15. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.
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Importing records from a JSON file
Let us suppose that wewish to import Research Groups from a JSON file as part of an API Import job.

1. Read throughMaking an API import request.

2. Ensure that your import file is syntactically correct and that the UKPRN associated with the HEI for
which records are to be imported, is specified within the "institution" object at the top of the
file:

{
"$schema": "./ref2021schema.json",
"institution": "10007848",
"submissions": [

{
"unitOfAssessment": 24,
"researchGroups": [

{
"code": "A",
"name": "Aerobics"
},
{
"code": "P",
"name": "Pilates"
},
{
"code": "Y",
"name": "Yoga"
}

]
}

]
}

3. Ensure that you have BASE64-encoded your import file and have the results to hand.

4. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

5. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

6. Under ImportJobs, click POST /api/importjobs to expand the endpoint that allows you to create
an import job.

7. Click Try it out.

8. Update the Import Jobmodel as in the following example:

{
"fileFormat": "JSON",
"fileName": "RG_JSON_ref2021example.json",
"reportFileFormat": "JSON",
"importMode": "Merge",
"importWithErrors": false,
"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
"fileContent":

"ew0KICAiJHNjaGVtYSI6ICIuL3JlZjIwMjFzY2hlbWEuanNvbiIsDQogICJpbnN0aXR1dGlvbiI6IC
IxMDAwNzg0OCIsDQogICJzdWJtaXNzaW9ucyI6IFsNCiAgICB7DQogICAgICAidW5pdE9mQXNzZXNzb
WVudCI6IDI0LA0KICAgICAgInJlc2VhcmNoR3JvdXBzIjogWw0KICAgICAgICB7DQoJCQkiY29kZSI6
ICJBIiwNCgkJCSJuYW1lIjogIkFlcm9iaWNzIg0KCQkJfSwNCgkJCXsNCgkJCSJjb2RlIjogIlAiLA0
KCQkJIm5hbWUiOiAiUGlsYXRlcyINCgkJCX0sDQoJCQl7DQoJCQkiY29kZSI6ICJZIiwNCgkJCSJuYW
1lIjogIllvZ2EiDQoJCQl9DQogICAgICBdDQogICAgfQ0KICBdDQp9",
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"tags": "import",
"outputFilename": "REFImport_B_20190805",

}

For the parameters, refer to API import parameters. Ensure that fileContent always
holds the BASE64-encoded contents of the file currently being imported.

9. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

10. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

11. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.
For example:

{
"value": {
"fileFormat": "JSON",
"fileName": "RG_JSON_ref2021example.json",
"reportFileFormat": "JSON",
"importMode": "Merge",
"importWithErrors": false,
"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
"fileContent": null,
"importFilenameInStore": "RG_JSON_ref2021example-fae985c4-05e2-4c06-b77f-

955c46b9af6c.json",
"outputFilenameInStore": "REFImport_B_20190805-fae985c4-05e2-4c06-b77f-

955c46b9af6c",
"auditLog": null,
"log": [],
"jobId": "fae985c4-05e2-4c06-b77f-955c46b9af6c",
"tags": "import",
"status": "Waiting",
"outcome": "",
"submittedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"submittedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"submittedOn": "2019-08-05T12:41:41.167Z",
"startedAt": null,
"finishedAt": null,
"outputFilename": "REFImport_B_20190805",
"lastUpdatedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"lastUpdatedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"lastUpdatedOn": "2019-08-05T12:41:40.98Z",
"versionNumber": 1,
"processingContext": null

},
"isSuccessful": true,
"isFatal": false,
"errors": []

}

12. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the import jobs for your user:
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13. The job has finished successfully, so we can now verify the results by looking at the Research
Groups in the required UOA:

14. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

15. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.
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Replacing previously imported records
Let us suppose that wewish to replace some Research Groups that we previously imported as part of
an API Import job. We previously used theMerge importMode (refer to importMode): we now need
to use the Replace importMode instead.

1. Read throughMaking an API import request.

2. Ensure that your import file is syntactically correct, referring as required to Importing records
from an XML file, Importing records from a JSON file, or Importing records from an Excel file.
Wewill use a JSON file in our example, but the basic procedure is the same, regardless of which
format is being used.
Let us suppose that the Research Groups that we previously imported into UOA 24 using
Importing records from a JSON file, need to be replaced by those in the JSON file shown below:

{
"$schema": "./ref2021schema.json",
"institution": "10007848",
"submissions": [

{
"unitOfAssessment": 24,
"researchGroups": [

{
"code": "A",
"name": "Aqua Aerobics"
},
{
"code": "H",
"name": "Hot Yoga"
}

]
}

]
}

3. Ensure that you have BASE64-encoded your import file and have the results to hand.

4. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

5. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

6. Under ImportJobs, click POST /api/importjobs to expand the endpoint that allows you to create
an import job.

7. Click Try it out.

8. Update the Import Jobmodel as in the following example, taking care to specify Replace as the
importMode:

{
"fileFormat": "JSON",
"fileName": "RG_JSON_ref2021example_Rep.json",
"reportFileFormat": "JSON",
"importMode": "Replace",
"importWithErrors": false,
"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
"fileContent":

"ew0KICAiJHNjaGVtYSI6ICIuL3JlZjIwMjFzY2hlbWEuanNvbiIsDQogICJpbnN0aXR1dGlvbiI6IC
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IxMDAwNzg0OCIsDQogICJzdWJtaXNzaW9ucyI6IFsNCiAgICB7DQogICAgICAidW5pdE9mQXNzZXNzb
WVudCI6IDI0LA0KICAgICAgInJlc2VhcmNoR3JvdXBzIjogWw0KICAgICAgICB7DQoJCQkiY29kZSI6
ICJBIiwNCgkJCSJuYW1lIjogIkFxdWEgQWVyb2JpY3MiDQoJCQl9LA0KCQkJKA0KCQkJImNvZGUiOiA
iSCIsDQoJCQkibmFtZSI6ICJIb3QgWW9nYSINCgkJCX0NCiAgICAgIF0NCiAgICB9DQogIF0NCn0=",

"tags": "replace;import",
"outputFilename": "REFImport_R_20190805",

}

For the parameters, refer to API import parameters. Ensure that fileContent always
holds the BASE64-encoded contents of the file currently being imported.

9. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

10. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

11. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.
For example:

{
"value": {
"fileFormat": "JSON",
"fileName": "RG_JSON_ref2021example_Rep.json",
"reportFileFormat": "JSON",
"importMode": "Replace",
"importWithErrors": false,
"retrieveCitationCounts": false,
"zippedFile": false,
"fileContent": null,
"importFilenameInStore": "RG_JSON_ref2021example_Rep-6a453e78-02f1-4728-

8b5c-c742a760cc73.json",
"outputFilenameInStore": "REFImport_R_20190805-6a453e78-02f1-4728-8b5c-

c742a760cc73",
"auditLog": null,
"log": [],
"jobId": "9557e868-7a0c-4ba9-af1f-63610ab10cb2",
"tags": "replace;import",
"status": "Waiting",
"outcome": "",
"submittedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"submittedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"submittedOn": "2019-08-05T14:44:32.263Z",
"startedAt": null,
"finishedAt": null,
"outputFilename": "REFImport_B_20190805",
"lastUpdatedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"lastUpdatedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"lastUpdatedOn": "2019-08-05T14:44:32.153Z",
"versionNumber": 1,
"processingContext": null

},
"isSuccessful": true,
"isFatal": false,
"errors": []

}

12. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the import jobs for your user:
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13. The job has finished successfully, so we can now verify the results by looking at the Research
Groups in the required UOA:

As part of the Replace action, you will see the following when you refer back to
Importing records from a JSON file: any existing Research Groups have been
overwritten (A in this case), any Research Groups that do not exist in the new file have
been removed (P and Y in this case), and any newResearch Groups have been added (H
in this case).

14. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

15. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.
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Making an API export request
You can replicate the Export process using the API endpoint POST /api/exportjobs.

Guidance on the process, together with schemas and examples in the different formats, are
available from the Submission system data requirements web page.

The basic steps are the same for each file format, that is to say:

1. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

2. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

3. Under ExportJobs, click POST /api/exportjobs to expand the endpoint that allows you to create
an export job.

4. Click Try it out.

5. Update the Export Jobmodel in accordance with the required example from the following sub-
topics:
o Exporting records to an Excel file

Themodel contains the following parameters, which correspond to the fields described in the
GUI Export process:

API Parameter Equivalent GUI Field Possible API values (case-insensitive)

sourceFilters The values returned by lookup GET

/api/exportfilters. Specify one set of
sourceFilters for each submission for which data
is to be exported. Each set of sourceFilters
consists of the following:

l sourceName - This is the names of one of the
REF forms ("ResearchGroup", "REF1a", "REF1b",
"REF2", and so on).

l sourceParameters - The relevant submissionId
from those returned by GET /api/submissions.

fileFormat File format The format of the file being exported, that is to
say: ExcelXlsx, XML or JSON.

outputFileName File name Supply the prefix of the export file name. All export
files are zipped, and so will have the .zip suffix
added automatically.

API export parameters
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API Parameter Equivalent GUI Field Possible API values (case-insensitive)

tags N/A The tags parameter is mandatory for exporting,
and, if you omit it, then "tags": "export;forms"

will be supplied by default. If you enter your own
tags, then you should separate them by semi-
colons, but at least one of them should be
"export".

The "export" tag is necessary in order for
the associated job to appear in the user's
list of export jobs in Export jobs queue
and logs, and for the submission system
to be updated.

In order to create an export job, you do not need to include all the endpoint parameters
listed in the Swagger UI documentation, only those listed above. For example, the
auditLog and log properties are not required as the API will add them automatically.

8. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

9. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

10. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.

The user and update information is modified automatically in accordance with the user
executing the API.

11. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the export jobs for your user.

The equivalent API endpoint is GET /api/exportjobs/{jobId}, where the jobId is as
returned in the Response body in the previous step. There are two links to the right of
the export job in the GUI - one enables you to download the zipped export file, and the
other enables you to view the log. (The equivalent API endpoints are, respectively: GET
/api/exportjobs/{jobId}/outputfile and GET /api/exportjobs/{jobId}/log - refer
to The import and export endpoints.)

12. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

13. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

There is also a SignalRwebsocket endpoint available at jobnotifications that you can use in order
to be notified of job status changes. The endpoint is associated with the following two methods:

l ReceiveJobStatusChanged. The event raised by a change in the status, for example when the
system starts or finishes processing the job. The update details of the job are included.

l ReceiveJobLogMessage. The event raised when the a new log message is added to the job's log.
The details of the log message are included.

To connect to the endpoint, you need to include the value of your API Key in the header in the same
way as when calling the regular API Export endpoints (in accordance with Authorisation). You also
need to include the email address of the user who created the job, in the connection request.
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Exporting records to an Excel file
Let us suppose that wewish to export Research Groups to an Excel file.

1. Read throughMaking an API export request.

2. Let us suppose that we have two UOAs (4 and 14) with the following Research Groups that we
wish to export:

3. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.
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4. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

5. Under Submissions, click GET /api/submissions to expand the endpoint that allows you to find
the required submissionIds.

6. Click Try it out.

7. Click Execute.

8. For unitOfAssessmentIds 4 and 14, make a note of the submissionIDs. In this case, these are
0004efa1-c5a3-4a60-b9fb-3278bcdfd0d8 and dcba6ea3-9578-45b4-b6d5-6376d7969afb,
respectively.

9. Under ExportJobs, click POST /api/exportjobs to expand the endpoint that allows you to create
an import job.

10. Click Try it out.

11. Update the Export Jobmodel as in the following example:

{
"sourceFilters": [

{
"sourceName": "ResearchGroup",
"sourceParameters": {"submissionId":"0004efa1-c5a3-4a60-b9fb-3278bcdfd0d8"}
}

],
"sourceFilters": [

{
"sourceName": "ResearchGroup",
"sourceParameters": {"submissionId":"dcba6ea3-9578-45b4-b6d5-6376d7969afb"}
}

],
"fileFormat": "ExcelXlsx",
"outputFileName": "UOAs_4_14_Research_Group"

}

For the parameters, refer to API export parameters.

12. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

13. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

14. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.
For example:

{
"value": {

"sources": {},
"sourceFilters": [
{
"sourceName": "ResearchGroup",
"sourceParameters": {

"submissionId": "0004efa1-c5a3-4a60-b9fb-3278bcdfd0d8"
}

},
{
"sourceName": "ResearchGroup",
"sourceParameters": {

"submissionId": "dcba6ea3-9578-45b4-b6d5-6376d7969afb"
}

}
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],
"fileFormat": "ExcelXlsx",
"outputFilenameInStore": "UOAs_4_14_Research_Group-79ed50e7-5ca2-447a-94d4-

d375bbe06773",
"auditLog": null,
"log": [],
"jobId": "79ed50e7-5ca2-447a-94d4-d375bbe06773",
"tags": "export;forms",
"status": "Waiting",
"outcome": "",
"submittedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"submittedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"submittedOn": "2019-08-23T08:45:46.137Z",
"startedAt": null,
"finishedAt": null,
"outputFilename": "UOAs_4_14_Research_Group",
"lastUpdatedByUserId": "9fccb63f-5c67-4a19-bb33-adcf6471b34f",
"lastUpdatedBy": "JohnRobertGreen",
"lastUpdatedOn": "2019-08-23T08:45:45.963Z",
"versionNumber": 1,
"processingContext": null
},
"isSuccessful": true,
"isFatal": false,
"errors": []

}

15. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the export jobs for your user:

16. Do either of the following to verify the output.
o Click Download on the far right of the GUI to download the zip file, and then open the

Excel file within it. The exported Research Groups are in the ResearchGroupworksheet.
o Use GET /api/exportjobs/{jobId}/outputfile and specify the jobId given in the

Response body above.

17. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

18. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.
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Using the API to create an output with citations
Let us suppose that you wish to use API endpoints to create an output for an open access computing
article, and attempt a match via the external matching service, in order to retrieve the associated
citations.

You can only retrieve citations for an output of type D (Journal article) or E (Conference
contribution) that is associated with one of UOAs 1-9, 11 or 16.

Proceed as follows:

1. Go to the UAT system: https://testsubmissionsapi.ref.ac.uk/swagger/index.html.

2. Enter the value of your API Key in accordance with Authorisation.

3. Under Submissions, click GET /api/submissions to expand the endpoint that allows you to find
the submissionId under which the output is to be created.

4. Click Try it out.

5. Click Execute.

6. For unitOfAssessmentId 11 (Computer Science and Informatics), make a note of the
submissionID. In this case, it is d68cdfe0-13a7-4203-8c9b-1877bb8e3705.

7. UnderOutputs, click POST /api/submissions/{submissionId}/outputs to expand the endpoint
that allows you to create an output.

8. Click Try it out.

9. Update theNewOutputmodel accordingly. For example:

{
"submissionId": "d68cdfe0-13a7-4203-8c9b-1877bb8e3705",
"outputType": "D",
"outputIdentifier": "AdHoc_Nets_Vol_92_IOT",
"title": "Efficient DCT-based secret key generation for the Internet of
Things",
"volume": "92",
"volumeTitle": "Ad Hoc Networks",
"issue": "string",
"year": "2018",
"doi": "10.1016/j.adhoc.2018.08.014",
"issn": "15708705",
"openAccessStatus": "Compliant",
"isPhysicalOutput": false,
"isPendingPublication": false,
"isForensicScienceOutput": false,
"isCriminologyOutput": false,
"isNonEnglishLanguage": false,
"isInterdisciplinary": false,
"proposeDoubleWeighting": false,
"researchGroup": "A",
"requiresAuthorContributionStatement": false,
"isSensitive": false,
"excludeFromSubmission": false,
"outputPdfRequired": false

}
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In order to create an output of type D, you do not need to include all the endpoint
parameters listed in the Swagger UI documentation, only those listed above. For
example, the auditLog and log properties are not required as the API will add them
automatically.

10. Select the required Response content type from the drop-down, for example application/json.

11. Click Execute to submit the request and show the cURL that was submitted.

12. Verify the content returned in the Response body, and ensure that isSuccessful is set to true.

Make a note of the ref2Id, as you will need this in order to return the citations (in this
case, it is b9badaf0-e59c-415f-8ee2-53eba54748e1). The user and update information
is modified automatically in accordance with the user executing the API.

13. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at the outputs for your HEI.

14. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

15. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

16. Under Citations, click POST /api/submissions/{submissionId}/outputs/

{ref2Id}/citations/matchrequest to expand the endpoint that allows you to attempt the
citation match for the particular ref2Id that has just been created.

17. Click Try it out.

18. Enter the submissionIdwhere requested (in this case, d68cdfe0-13a7-4203-8c9b-
1877bb8e3705).

19. Enter the ref2Idwhere requested (in this case, b9badaf0-e59c-415f-8ee2-53eba54748e1).

20. Click Execute.

21. In the response, look out for a status of SingleMatch, with the matches block returning the
associated webOfScienceIdentifier and number of citations.

22. Click Clear followed by Cancel.

23. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.

24. You can now verify the results in the GUI by looking at theMatch output to external citation
database page:
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25. Alternatively, you can use GET /api/submissions/{submissionId}/outputs/

{ref2Id}/citations/matchrequest under Citations to retrieve the details of thematch request,
as follows:

a. Expand the endpoint.
b. Click Try it out.
c. Enter the submissionIdwhere requested (in this case, d68cdfe0-13a7-4203-8c9b-

1877bb8e3705).
d. Enter the ref2Idwhere requested (in this case, b9badaf0-e59c-415f-8ee2-

53eba54748e1).
e. Click Execute.
f. The format of the response is given in the following extract:

{
"ref2Id": "b9badaf0-e59c-415f-8ee2-53eba54748e1",
"submissionId": "d68cdfe0-13a7-4203-8c9b-1877bb8e3705",
"outputType": "D",
"status": "SingleMatch",
"statusComments": null,
"webOfScienceIdentifier": "WOS:00047337980",
"surname": null,
"title": "Efficient DCT-based secret key generation for the Internet
of Things",
"volumeTitle": "Ad Hoc Networks",
"volume": "92",
"issue": "string",
"firstPage": null,
"articleNumber": null,
"issn": "15708705",
"doi": "10.1016/j.adhoc.2018.08.014",
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"year": "2018",
"matches": [

{
"webOfScienceIdentifier": "WOS:00047337980",
"probability": 0.977903068,
"title": "EFFICIENT DCT BASED SECRET KEY GENERATION FOR THE
INTERNET OF THINGS",
"sourceTitle": "AD HOC NETWORKS",
"volume": "92",
"issue": null,
"startPage": "NIL29",
"endPage": null,
"numberOfPages": 11,
"articleNumber": null,
"issn": "1570-8705",
"doi": "10.1016/j.adhoc.2018.08.014",
"year": "2019",
"timesCited": 3,

...

...

...
}

g. Click Clear followed by Cancel.
h. Click on the endpoint to collapse it again.
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Assessment period

The period from 1 August 2013 to 31 July 2020 during which the following are assessed: research
impacts (refer to REF3: Introduction to impact case studies), the research environment (refer to
REF5a/b: Introduction to the research environment submission requirements), and data about
research income and research doctoral degrees awarded (refer to REF4a/b/c: Introduction to
quantitative environment data).

Census date

The date for determining the affiliation of research staff to a particular HEI, being 31 July 2020.

Crossref

A not-for-profit network founded on publisher collaboration, with a mandate to make reference
linking throughout online scholarly literature efficient and reliable. It is also the official DOI® link
registration agency for scholarly and professional publications. Refer to Retrieving DOIs and output
data via Crossref.

Category A eligible

Those academic members of staff with a contract of employment of 0.2 FTE or greater (refer to Full-
Time Equivalent (FTE)), who are on the payroll of the submitting HEI on the Census date, and whose
primary employment function is to undertake either 'research only' or 'teaching and research'.

Staff should have a substantive research connection with the Submitting unit (refer to paragraphs
123 to 127 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01)). Staff on ‘research only’ contracts should
meet the definition of 'independent researcher' (refer to paragraphs 128 to 134 of theGuidance on
submissions (2019/01)).

Category A submitted

Thosemembers of staff, defined as Category A eligible, who have been identified as having
significant responsibility for research on the census date. This will include all staff on 'research only'
contracts who are 'Category A eligible'.

Staff on 'teaching and research' contracts will be included according to one of the approaches
outlined in paragraph 135 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01)).
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External matching service

The sub-panels associated with UOAs 1-9, 11 and 16will make use of citation matches for REF2
research outputs wherever available (refer to Invoking the external matching service). Thematching
service for the REF2021 submission system is provided by Clarivate Analytics, who are responsible for
mapping the research output data to Web of Science identifiers for the purpose of providing citation
data and other bibliographic contexts.

Prior to the use of Submit, it is mandatory that each Submitting unit attempts to match all
journal articles or conference proceedings associated with the above-mentioned UOAs.

Full-Time Equivalent (FTE)

The proportion of hours worked by one employee on a full-time basis. This is used, in preference to
headcount, to calculate the number of outputs required from each Submitting unit, in order not to
disadvantage units with high numbers of part-time staff.

To be eligible for submission to the REF2021 submission system, a member of staff must be
employed, as a minimum, to work 0.2 FTE at the HEI.

HEI

Higher Education Institution, sometimes referred to simply as an "institution".

Joint submission

A submission where, instead of an HEI making their own individual submission to a Unit Of
Assessment (UOA), the submission is made jointly by two or more HEIs, where one HEI becomes the
Lead, and the other HEI(s) become(s) theMember(s). Refer to Creating a joint submission (Lead
HEI).

'Minimum of one' requirement

All Category A submitted staff must be returned with a minimum of one output attributed to them in
the submission, including staff with individual circumstances. However, where an individual's
circumstances have had an exceptional effect on their ability to work productively throughout the
assessment period (1 January 2014 to 31 July 2020), such that the individual has not been able to
produce an eligible output, a request may bemade for the 'minimum of one' requirement to be
removed (refer to REF6a: Requesting the removal of the 'minimum of one'). Where the request is
accepted, an individual may be returned with no outputs attributed to them in the submission, and
the total outputs required for the Submitting unitwill be reduced by one.

Multiple submissions

The submission type whereby, with prior approval from the funding bodies following a special request
from an HEI (refer to the Special requests tab), the HEI submits more than one submission to a
particular Unit Of Assessment (UOA). When you attempt to create a submission for the pre-
approved UOA, the system will prompt you to create themultiple submission at that point.

For more information on multiple submissions, please refer to paragraphs 178 to 186 of the
Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02).
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Output sub-profile

Sub-panels 3 and 12 recognise that HEIs may wish to submit outputs within specific distinct areas of a
UOA, and will therefore provide appropriate sub-profiles for ease of categorisation (refer to
paragraphs 181 and 183 of the Panel criteria and working methods (2019/02)), and to Sub-profile).
Sub-profiles are not mandatory, and the sub-panels will judge the research content of thematerial
submitted even if no sub-profiles are selected.

Publication period

For research outputs submitted via REF2 (refer to REF2: Introduction to research outputs), this is the
period (from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2020), during which the output must have been first
either made publicly available (that is to say, published, performed or exhibited), or, in the case of a
confidential report, lodged with the body to whom it is confidential.

Research specialism

Research specialisms are required for the Survey of submission intentions, and are listed in the
spreadsheet at Annex B of the Survey of submission intentions webpage. The selection options
relating to this list for the different UOAs are given in Table 2 of the separate Survey of submission
intentions guidance (Annex A).

The specialisms allow the REF team to estimate the workload on existing sub-panel members and
ascertain where additional expertise may be needed. This will help to ensure that, for the assessment
phase, the sub-panels have the requisite numbers ofmembers, with the appropriate levels of
expertise. Each submission intention that is submitted as a response to the Survey of submission
intentions (refer to Introduction to the Survey of submission intentions) must be associated with at
least one research specialism.

The specialisms are used as the basis for Output allocations in REF2 (refer to Output
allocation).

Reserve output

The Submission deadline for REF 2021 is midday on Friday, 27 November 2020. However, the
Publication period continues until 31 December 2020. An HEI can submit a 'reserve' output in cases
where the publication of the preferred output will postdate the submission deadline. This addresses
the risk of an unclassified score in the event of the output not being published in time. The deadline
for the submission of the final details for these 'reserve' outputs is 29 January 2021. Refer to Output
summary and completion and Introduction to the Submission process

A 'reserve' output will only be assessed in the event that the pending output is not made
publicly available within the Publication period, and, if it not assessed, it will not be counted
as the 'Minimum of one' requirement for a staff member.

You can also specify an output to act as the 'reserve' output should a request for a double-weighted
output fail to be upheld (refer to Output summary and completion).
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In the event that a 'reserve' output is assessed, the HEI must ensure that the requirement to submit a
minimum of one for each Category A submitted staff member is still met, and that the limit of five
outputs attributed to any one current or former staff member is not exceeded.

Submission

A submission usually refers to the complete dataset of Staff, Outputs, Impact and the Environment
submitted by an HEI to a sub-panel by a single Submitting unit. There is a sub-panel for each of the 34
UOAs shown inWhat is REF 2021?.

In addition, in Submission management, submission is the name given to the record that holds such
a dataset.

Submission set

The entire collection of submitting units (refer to Submitting unit for an HEI, inclusive of any joint
submissions (refer to Joint submission) and multiple submissions (refer toMultiple submissions).

Submission deadline

The last date on which an HEI may submit its Submission set to REF 2021. This is Friday, 27 November
2020 (with a deadline ofmidday).

Refer also to Introduction to the Submission process.

Submit

Refers to the use of the Submit feature (refer to Introduction to the Submission process) that is used
both to perform a pre-submission validation on a Submission set and submit the set to REF 2021.

Submitting unit

This refers to the group or groups of research staff members identified by the HEI as working primarily
within the remit of a particular Unit Of Assessment (UOA), together with evidence of the research
produced during the Publication period, examples of impact underpinned by research in the unit,
and the structures and environment that support the research and its impacts. Once the unit has
been submitted, it may be referred as a Submitted unit.

The term is used to reflect the fact that the group of research staff members submitted within a
particular UOAmay not correspond directly to any of the single departments within an HEI.

It is sometimes simply referred to as a "unit".

Substantive connection

For staff employed on minimum fractional contracts (0.20 to 0.29 FTE) on the Census date, the HEI will
need to provide a short statement (up to 200words) evidencing the clear connection of the staff
member to the Submitting unit. The range of indicators likely to evidence such a connection can be
found in paragraph 123 of theGuidance on submissions (2019/01).
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Unattributed output

A research output that has been created via REF2 (refer to Creating a new output) without then being
attributed to a staff member. It is displayed under the Research outputs (REF2) page. If left
unattributed when it comes to Submit, an error will be returned by pre-submission validation.

Unit Of Assessment (UOA)

An area of research identifying the remit of a particular Submitting unit. Submissions aremadewithin
34 discipline-based UOAs in REF 2021. There is an expert sub-panel for each UOA, and the sub-panels
are grouped under four main panels (refer toWhat is REF 2021?).
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Citation count

Single 90

Retrieve 90
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Crossref system
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Create 54
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